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 Nanofabrication is state of the art technology. Various chemical, mechanical, 
biochemical and semiconductor products have characteristics controlled by the 
nanostructures of the surface and interphase. Surface microscopic imaging is generally 
used to capture different surface features. By properly analyzing the surface image, 
valuable information regarding manufacturing process and product performance can be 
extracted. While microscopy measurements can offer very accurate qualitative 
information about surface features, for many applications, it is critical to obtain a 
quantitative description of the surface morphology. Various statistical features can be 
used to characterize the surface in quantitative way. Such an analysis can be done by the 
multi-resolution capabilities of wavelet transforms (WT). A multi-scale molecular 
simulation can help to investigate the physical and chemical mechanism in manufacturing 
process. Multiresolution characterization was performed on the model structure to 
compare with image analysis. In our research, we have used a soft polymeric surface used 
in microfabrication application and a hard surface used for catalysis, and applied 
multiresolution characterization for surface feature extraction and multiscale modeling 
for optimizing system variables to get desired surface characteristics. 
 In microfabrication, the efficiency of the product reduced by line-edge roughness 
(LER) created on the polymer surface. Off-line LER characterization is usually based on 
the top-down SEM image. We have shown a wavelet based segmentation method for 
edge searching region. There was no external decision involved in the wavelet based edge 
detection and characterization. Ab-initio atomistic based simulations are generally used 
for polymer material design in atomic scale. For mesoscale modeling we use the coarse 
 xi 
graining of the molecules and use the Flory-Huggins mean field interaction parameters of 
the clusters of atoms or molecules obtained from ab-initio simulations. In our research we 
have used coarse grained lattice based important sampling Monte Carlo (MC) and kinetic 
Monte Carlo (kMC) methods for mesoscale simulation. We have identified the phase 
separation by spinodal decomposition resulting in the formation of LER. The kinetics of 
the process is found and the process variables are identified that can reduce the 
roughness.  Surface of a transition metal have been analyzed in a similar way for 









 The performance of various chemical, mechanical, biochemical, and 
semiconductor products is governed by the characteristics of their surface and 
interphases. The morphological structure of surface and interphase at the micro/nano 
scale determines the property of materials. The efficiency of the device depends on the 
perfection of these micro/nano patterns. For example, the performance of industrial 
products like a heterogeneous catalyst, solar-energy conversion panels, semiconductor 
and microelectro mechanical system (MEMS) device, and others are all controlled by the 
characteristics of the molecular interfaces and nanostructure of the surface.  
 Thin polymer films are widely used in applications like microelectronics or 
coatings. The performance of polymer thin films as polyaniline, whose conductive nature 
is used for displays, semiconductor photoelectrode coatings and chemical sensors 
[Avlyanov et al., 1995] or polypyrrole which is used for electrochromic materials, ion-
sensitive electrodes, charge storage materials, controlled drug release agents [Silk et al., 
1998], etc., needs smooth continuous morphology for conductance. The role of the 
surface morphology is important because the kinetics of these doping-undoping processes 
and the electrochemical responses depends on the property of the surface. 
Polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers is used for the attachment of antibodies, contrast 
agents, radionuclides, DNA-transfer vectors for gene transfection etc., in general for use 
in various biological/medical applications. For PAMAM as well as different protein 
polymers used in biomedical applications, the morphological structure plays important 
role in biocompatibility [Buchko et al., 2001]. The morphology of the polymer structure 
like pore size and surface roughness influences compatibility with cell. Membranes from 
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polymers are characterized by porosity, pore density, mean pore radius and pore size 
distribution [Suna et al., 2007]. The characteristic of cross-section morphology 
determines the performance of the membranes. Organoclay nano composites like 
polymer-layered silicate nanocomposites (PLSNs) exhibit improved, in terms of 
mechanical, thermal, flammability properties, than their polymers itself [Morgan & 
Gilman, 2003]. The improvement of property is related to the dispersion and 
nanostructure of the silicate in the polymer. Diblock copolymers are used for applications 
like templates in making inorganic nanoparticles for magnetic storage, electro-optical, 
catalytic or biological applications [Akcora et al., 2006]. The morphology of the 
copolymer is thus important for making proper templates. Polymer solar cell has two 
functional materials in the photoactive layer. Those two materials form two nanoscale 
phases interpenetrating each other forming heterojunctions [Yang and Loos, 2007; Huynh 
et al., 2003]. The morphological requirement is nanoscale phase separation which gives 
large interphase area for exciton dissociation and those phases should be continuous to 
act as a continuous free charge carrier transport to the appropriate electrode. The 
nanoscale organization of the phase segregated compound gives the physical property of 
the photoactive layer which determines the performance of the device. Thus a factor 
controlling the nanoscale morphology of the heterojunction determines the performance 
of the solar panel. In all the above applications it is found that the morphological features 
in the micro/nano scale govern the performance of the device.  
1.1 Thesis Motivation 
 The actual material property of applications as mentioned above depends on 
morphology of the surface in the microscale. Thus, it is required to characterize the 
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dimensions, uniformity of size and shape, etc. in the microscale level. Understanding the 
morphological characteristics of the surface in the micro- and nanoscale is essential in 
order to understand the relation of the surface characteristics with the performance of the 
device. To create an application of desired features, we first have to understand the 
surface characteristics of these applications in the microscopic level. Relate the surface 
characteristics with its performance matrix. And finally, control the formation of the 
surface of the device, to make it according to those characteristics that will give the 
desired property of the application. Thus, the key to control fabrication of applications 
whose performance matrix is governed by its surface morphology is to characterize the 
surface and use those characteristic features as control parameter. In this way we can 
optimize product performance as well as have a quality control. Surface morphology 
characterization in micro/nano scale is thus an essential part of engineering device 
fabrication. 
 Characterizing a micro/nano surface includes finding its specifications in terms of 
micro/nano dimension. Various substances have different surface structures and they 
needs to be characterized separately.  For example heterogeneous catalysts have micro 
crystals in its surface and the size and structure of the crystals play important role in the 
performance of the catalyst. So it is important to know the size and structure of the 
crystals and their distribution in the catalyst matrix. Microelectronic structures have 
regular patterns. Characterizing the surface in terms of finding the roughness on those 
patterns is essential. Characterization of polymer morphology have been done for some 
time for understanding the properties of polymers like conducting polymers, membranes, 
biocompatible protein polymers, diblock copolymers, nanocomposites etc..  
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Characterization of micro/nano structure is done by analyzing their image. Image analysis 
is an essential tool for characterizing micro structure surfaces. The image of micro/nano 
structures can be taken in a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), Transmission Electron 
Microscopy (TEM) and Scanning Probe Microscope (SPM). Atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) is used to measure surface topography and properties on the molecular scale. Data 
in a two dimensional image are stored in the pixel matrix arranged in a rectangular lattice 
structure. They are in the form of intensity in case of a SEM image or height in case of an 
AFM image. Microscopy imaging techniques are commonly used to characterize 
molecular interfaces and surface features to gain an understanding of fundamental 
mechanisms that give rise to various performance metrics.  
 While microscopy measurements can offer very accurate qualitative information 
about surface features, for many applications, it is critical to obtain a quantitative 
description of the surface morphology. Specifically, spatial distribution of surface 
features may play a key role in explaining molecular interactions. Various image 
processing tools can be used to analyze those surface images and to determine their 
salient characteristics features. Such an analysis is greatly enhanced by the multi-
resolution capabilities of wavelet transforms (WT) that can provide not only frequency 
localization, but also spatial localization of feature signatures. Methods that have been 
adopted in the present study are wavelet analysis, as well as cluster analysis with 
wavelets, known as wave-cluster analysis. In wavelet analysis, we implement multi-
resolution methodology for the analysis of microscopic images of micro/nanostructured 
surfaces. A surface can be considered as a combination of underlying surface structure, 
comprising the low frequency components, and the surface detail part, comprising the 
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high frequency components. With multi-resolution analysis of wavelet decomposition, 
the surface underlying structure is obtained. Also, different statistical features are 
obtained from wavelet variance that can characterize the surface. Cluster analysis in 
image processing, on the other hand, is a tool for identifying patterns of similar 
properties. In this research we have used wave cluster technique for pattern recognition at 
different resolution. 
 From the chemical engineering and material science point of view, the underlying 
physico-chemical mechanism of the atoms and molecules is the key to decide the 
appearance of a surface morphology. Molecular modeling and simulation is used to 
construct, visualize, control and predict nanostructure with their morphologies and 
properties. In nanomaterials, the self assembling of particles due to chemical 
incompatibility between them, leads to various morphological formations which has 
practical applications. The phenomenon is governed by dissipative intermolecular (long 
range) and attractive intermolecular (short range) forces between the particles.  
 A multi-scale molecular simulation can help to investigate the physical, chemical 
and thermodynamic mechanism involved in the process of self assembly and morphology 
formation during fabrication. In multi-scale molecular simulation, we model in one scale, 
by taking information from another scale. The use of multi-scale modeling is essential 
where we pass information in length and timescale for process modeling and simulation 
based on first principle ab initio models. The surface characteristic features are in the 
micro scale. They are the features of surface molecular structure which is formed by 
atomic and molecular interactions in the atomic scale. While the use of ab-initio  
simulation can analyze up to a scale of 10 nm, the morphology of surface structures in 
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various applications are found at a length scale of 100-1000nm which are in the 
mesoscopic length scale [Fermeglis & Pricl, 2009]. The actual timescale at which the 
change in mesoscopic morphology occurs are in a microsecond which is less than the real 
timescale of material processing. It is thus necessary to model in mesoscopic length and 
timescale for material processing. A multi-scale molecular simulation is required to 
design and control mesoscopic behavior. 
 The development of devices whose properties are governed by microstructural 
features of the surface are mainly empirical, and a detail control for process parameters 
for manufacturing are yet to be achieved. Modeling and simulation will help to direct the 
material and design procedures to achieve product of desired characteristics. For this 
purpose we need to know the thermodynamics and kinetics of product development. 
Other important factors of interest are the molecular structure and dynamics at interphase, 
molecular origin of the property (eg. molecular origin of reinforcement mechanism of 
nanoparticles in polymer nanocomposites). In general, the process of simulation is to 
know the thermodynamics and kinetics of formation, molecular structure and dynamics, 
morphologies in phase behavior, rheology and processing behavior and mechanical 
properties.  
 The aim of computational material science is rapid and accurate prediction of 
properties of new materials before their development and production. It reduces the 
number of wasted experiments significantly and helps to optimize the product and 
process condition. The characteristic features of the surface obtained from the multi-
resolution image analysis can also be reproduced using multi-scale molecular simulation. 
This enables us to understand and de-correlate different manufacturing parameters that 
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yield a particular characteristic of the surface and hence product performance. This 
understanding of the effects of manufacturing parameters ultimately helps us to improve 
the product performance and optimize the manufacturing process.  Together with the 
multi-resolution image analysis, the multi-scale molecular simulation will give a better 
understanding of the surface phenomena and its relation with the performance matrices. 
1.2 Research Aims 
 The goal of this project is to create an analytical and computational framework 
that would enable the development and implementation of a multi-resolution multi-scale 
methodology to facilitate characterization and analysis of dynamic microscopy images of 
nanostructured surfaces. By combining multi-resolution image analysis, multi-scale 
molecular simulation and product performance test, we are expecting to separate the real 
product surface and imaging artifacts, characterize the surface, find the relation of 
product performance with surface characteristics, get better understanding of 
manufacturing process, how manufacturing conditions affects surface characteristics and 
hence the product performance, thereby improve the product performance through 
optimizing the manufacturing process towards novel tailored nanostructures. Figure 1.1 
gives the basic framework of the project. 
 The key feature in this research is to identify surface characteristics by image 
analysis and properly model it by molecular simulation. The simulation result shall 
closely agree with the underlying key structure. Multi-resolution image analysis first 
breaks the surface image into different resolutions, which can reveal the underlying basic 
structure of product surface, surface detail and also the imaging noise. Multi-scale 
modeling enables us to understand the experimental parameters, decouple the effect of 
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different parameters and give a proper understanding of their effects. 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Project Framework 
1.3 Contribution of This Thesis 
 Overall, this thesis provides a contribution towards characterizing and 
understanding surface morphology at the micro/nano scale to create applications of 
desired features. This is done by developing and implementing a generic computational 
framework allowing the control fabrication of applications whose performance matrix is 
governed by its surface morphology. This in turns allows optimizing product 
performance as well as having a quality control. 
Specific Contributions: 
• Formulation, development and implementation of a novel image based multi-
resolution characterization approach for surface image analysis of micro/nano 
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structured materials using wavelet decomposition in combination with modern 
pattern recognition approaches. A novel method of segmentation was developed. 
• Combined effort in multi-resolution image analysis and multi-scale molecular 
simulation in a unique way to provide a complete computational framework 
towards the future manufacturing of novel materials whose performance matrix is 
governed by surface nanostructure. 
• Validated the framework by understanding the morphology of photoresist polymer 
used for microelectronic applications.  
• Development of a novel estimation of roughness exponent as well as 
correlation length of LER. The new approach does not require arbitrary 
visual identification as in conventional methods. It can be used for a more 
accurate estimation of the characterizing features of LER. 
• By performing a lattice based important sampling Monte Carlo and kinetic 
Monte Carlo simulation of the polymer solution system we were able to 
identify the molecular cause of surface morphology formation. The 
quench following phase separation by spinodal decomposition is identified 
as the root cause of the morphological characteristics of the surface.  
• By comparing the characteristic features of the device surface obtained 
from image analysis and that of the model structure, we were able to get 
better understanding of manufacturing process, how manufacturing 
conditions affects surface characteristics and hence the product 
performance. 
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• In molecular modeling of catalyst surface we have identified the surface 
characteristic features that will enhance catalytic performance. By introducing 
surface defects in the form of vacancies, the adsorption energies of the surface 
found to increase. This will reduce the energy of reaction where adsorption is the 
rate determining step. The surface adsorption energy is estimated using DFT and 
a kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) model is performed to see the adsorption desorption 
properties of the surface at different condition. 
1.4 Structure of the Thesis 
 The thesis is structured about the key contributions listed above and each chapter 
is provided with sufficient background information and references in order to maintain 
lucidity and chapter-wise completeness. 
 In chapter two, the details about surface characterization by multi-resolution 
analysis are given. Development of novel method of segmentation for image analysis 
using wavelet transformation was developed. Different forms of wavelets that can be 
used, identification of the appropriate wavelet function and the optimal level of 
decomposition for a particular application are discussed. Furthermore, the development 
and implementation of a novel wave-cluster technique for pattern recognition at different 
resolution is presented.  
 Chapter three discusses general issues of multi-scale modeling. How different 
modeling is used at different scale. The handshaking methods between different scales. It 
also discusses blending Multi-Resolution Image Analysis and Molecular Simulation. 
Different methods of modeling soft material surface like polymers at different scales are 
also discussed.    
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 Chapter four details the theory of polymer solution which is required for modeling 
polymeric surfaces. It elaborates on the thermodynamic behavior of the solution and 
phase behavior and morphology formation at equilibrium. The diffusion kinetics for 
phase separation and glass transition temperature are also discussed. These are the 
features encountered during morphology formation in surface formed from polymer 
solution. 
 Chapter five deals with the polymer solution modeling using important sampling 
Monte Carlo and kinetic Monte Carlo simulations. It gives details about the theoretical 
foundations of the model used. It also gives the model equation and algorithm for 
simulation. A discussion about control of surface features is made with emphasis on how 
the control theory can be applied in the fabrication scenario of nanoscale surface from 
polymer solutions. 
 Chapter six illustrates the application of multi-resolution image analysis on soft 
surface of photoresist polymer used for lithography. Application of the novel 
segmentation method using wavelet analysis is shown. Lattice based important sampling 
Monte Carlo simulation of resist polymer is provided and comparison of the 
morphological characteristics obtained from image analysis and molecular simulation is 
given. The surface morphology formed by self organization of solvent and polymer is 
indentified. Details of the dynamics of the resist system and the formation of the 
morphology are given. The morphology formation at different solvent conditions and 
different temperatures are obtained. An analysis is made on optimizing conditions for 
mesoscale morphology control in resist polymer. 
 Chapter seven illustrates the application of the ideas introduced in this thesis to a 
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similar case study, corresponding to a catalyst surface. In this case, although no actual 
image analysis is done, the Multiresolution approach is used in conjunction with a surface 
which is replicated from simulation. Estimation of surface adsorption energies for 
different surface morphologies is made with DFT using Car Parinello Molecular 
Dynamics (CPMD) software. This is then used to obtain surface adsorption desorption 
property by modeling the temperature programmed desorption (TPD) from the surface. A 
kMC model of the surface is used.    
 Finally in chapter eight a brief summary of the work in this dissertation is given. 
Directions for future work are also presented. A discussion has been made about the 
implementation of the multiresolution characterization and mesoscale modeling, which is 
used in the present research, in different other fields.              
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2. MULTI-RESOLUTION SURFACE CHARACTERIZATION  
 Any surface image can be considered as a combination of the surface self and 
imaging artifacts (noise). Even for a surface self, three main components are very often 
isolated. There are namely the roughness, the waviness and the form [Josso et al., 2002]. 
Thus, a surface can be considered as a 2D spatial signal formed by the combination of 
multi-resolution spatial signals. Once an image is taken, it is hard to distinguish the 
contribution of each resolution by ordinary analysis methods, which focus on either 
spatial distribution at one resolution or frequency distribution only. But for any surface 
both spatial and frequency information is important to de-correlate the contribution of 
different process steps. A proper surface characterization by image analysis is required to 
differentiate among image features and obtain the exact surface characteristics. Surface 
characterization is usually done by Fourier transformation (FT) which generally yields 
erroneous or incomplete results due to its inherent limitations. FT assumes that within the 
surface profile all the frequency components are present and they are infinitely 
continuous. In reality, a surface may have discontinuities and abrupt changes with finite 
features. Furthermore, as FT is localized in frequency only, one loses the spatial 
information in the process of transformation. So it cannot be used effectively for locating 
or detecting spatial surface features. Thus, traditional Fourier based analyses fail to 
differentiate among image features with different spatial frequencies due to their inability 
to provide spatial localization. These limitations of FT are generally overcome by using 
the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) [Strung & Nguyen, 1996] in which the surface 
profile can be represented both in space and frequency. In STFT, window functions of 
specified length are used that specifies a constant space and frequency resolution of the 
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transformation. However, STFT has its own limitations. A perfect space and frequency 
resolution cannot be achieved simultaneously. For short windows, a good space but poor 
frequency, and for long windows, a good frequency but poor space resolution would be 
achieved. These limitations of FT and STFT are overcome in wavelet theory. With 
wavelet decomposition, one can analyze spectral features of the surface. It also provides 
an effective technique for the analysis of surface profiles where all the frequency 
components are not present in a single layer [Maksumov et al., 2004]. Wavelet subimages 
also allow certain frequency ranges to be isolated. Thus, one would have the opportunity 
to study surface deposition effects independent of the initial surface, where deposited 
layers may have different frequency characteristics from the initial base layers. Wavelet 
analysis would allow the deposited layers to be analyzed without the inherent masking 
caused by periodicities of the support layers. Wavelet decomposition uses basis functions 
with compact support and makes it possible to study a 2D image at different resolutions, 
not only quantifying the periodicity of surface features but also revealing their locations 
on the image surface [Addison, 2002; Maksumov et al., 2004; Strung & Nguyen, 1996]. 
In summary, wavelet decomposition can be used to efficiently separate the meaningful 
structural components from the random artifacts. As a consequence, based on the 
identified underlying surface structure, the edge region in the surface can be more 
accurately identified without the arbitrariness of visual observation. Multi-resolution 
representation of the image by wavelet transform can successfully break the image signal 
into different resolution and keep all spatial information at the same time. This allows 
capturing the surface underlying structure in the form of a low-frequency sub-image and 
the surface detail in the form of a high-frequency sub-image. Specifically, spatial 
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distribution of surface features may play a key role in explaining molecular interphases. 
Wavelet can also be used for obtaining different statistical features for surface 
characterization. 
 In our research we have exploited the multi-resolution capabilities of wavelets to 
enhance the information obtained from microscopy (SEM) images for obtaining 
quantitative measurements of surface topography at different frequency scales. Wavelet 
transform has been widely used for multi-resolution analysis in the last two decades. 
Basically it is used for 1-D signal (time series) processing. An image can be taken as a 2-
D signal where the temporal is replaced by spatial information. As discussed before, 
while Fourier transform makes transformation on the frequency domain, the temporal 
(spatial in case of an image) information is lost in this process. Wavelet transform on the 
other hand makes it possible to investigate a signal (image) in both time (space) and 
frequency domain. The multi-resolution capabilities provide not only frequency 
localization but also spatial localization of feature signatures. At different resolution 
(frequency) we analyze different layers of the surface [Carmichael et al., 2004]. 
 The stages involved in the processing of an image can be categorized as i) pre-
processing, where the image is processed to remove noise and other kinds of degradations 
ii) segmentation where objects of interest are separated from the background and the 
individual objects themselves are identified iii) feature extraction where quantitative 
indices representing object features are calculated and stored or provided to an inference 
system. In our research we have used wavelet for all stages of image analysis. A surface 
image can be considered as a combination of the surface self and imaging artifacts 
(noise). By wavelet transformation the image is divided into approximation sub-image 
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and detail sub-image. The approximation sub-image describes the underlying surface. 
Detail sub-images contain all high frequency components. The high frequency 
component can be image artifact or noise. In order to find actual threshold value of 
searching the region of interest one has to remove the noise or artifacts. By combining 
both the approximation average and the standard deviation of surface detail, a solely 
image dependent segmentation method can be obtained (Figure 2.1).  
 
 
Figure 2.1 Schematic of the wavelet-based surface characterization framework  
 Several wavelet base families are available in literature (Figure 2.2). Each of them 
is specified by different vanishing moment and wave form. They are different from each 
other by their localization in both time and frequency domains. They are localized in both 
time (spatial) and frequency domains by translation and dilation respectively. Properly 
selected wavelet base function can bring out the special feature of an image (surface) 
[Sun et al., 2009a]. In the present research the optimum wavelet base function and the 
decomposition level to separate the actual surface from the image artifacts is estimated 
based on energy and roughness factor analysis. In this chapter we are also going to 
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discuss multi-resolution based characterization techniques. Different statistical 
parameters like Sigma, correlation length, Hurst exponent, fractal dimension, kurtosis 
(flatness factor), skewness factor etc can be used to characterize a surface [Zhao et al., 
2001; Addision, 2002]. Image analysis is a convenient way for estimation of the 
characterizing parameters and it can be made online. A top down image of the surface 
can be used for the estimation of the characterizing parameters. In this chapter different 
methods of image based estimation of the parameters are discussed. The physical 
significance of the parameter values are also pointed out. A multi-resolution wavelet 
decomposition of the surface-image is used as a method for surface characterization. It is 
discussed in details along with conventional methods. Multi-resolution cluster analysis of 
the surface image is also discussed as a surface characterizing parameter.   
 
Figure 2.2 Haar, Daubechies, Symlet and Coiflet wavelet families (Sun et al., 
2009a) 
 
 Conventionally surface characterizing parameters like roughness exponent and 
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correlation length are calculated by the correlation function as well as Fourier 
transformation [Constantoudis et al., 2003]. The most convenient and reliable way to 
calculate the values of roughness exponent is by wavelet variance [Simonsen et al, 1998]. 
In the present research we have included a method for the estimation of correlation length 
and roughness exponent using multi-resolution wavelet transformation. This has an 
advantage over conventional methods. While conventional methods need a visual 
interpretation, our method is solely image dependent and does not need any visual 
interpretation and can be made online. 
 For our research, discrete wavelet transformation is used. Discrete wavelet 
transform (DWT) is performed by Filter Bank method [Strang & Nguyen, 1996]. 
Basically, a 1-D signal (time series) is broken into low frequency and high frequency 
parts by a pair of high-pass and low-pass filtering. Each sub-signal can be further broken 
into higher frequency part and lower frequency part according to research interest. An 
image is taken as a 2-D signal. For an image, four sub-images is obtained after high-pass 
and low-pass filtering operation at both coordinate directions (vertical and horizontal) 
(Figure 2.3). This procedure can be continued for any interested sub-image, but the low-
frequency sub-image is usually considered for further decomposition (Figure 2.4). 
2.1 Multi-Resolution Wavelet Transform 
 Wavelet decomposition is widely used in time series and image analysis 
[Addison, 2002; Maksumov et al., 2004; Strung & Nguyen, 1996].The most convenient 
way to calculate different surface characterizing features are also obtained from wavelet 
coefficients. The moments of the wavelet coefficients obtained from wavelet 
transformation of the surface provide an alternative and more efficient way to calculate 
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these statistical properties like skewness, flatness (kurtosis), fractal dimension. 
 
Figure 2.3 Schematic of one-level, two dimensional wavelet decomposition 
 
 
Figure 2.4 Joint spatial and frequency representation of a 2-D three-scale DWT.  
LL represents the third level approximation image 
2.1.1 Wavelet Transformation 
 In wavelet transformation, a wavelike function called wavelets ( )ba,ψ  is used to 
transform a function ( )xf in space or time into another form by convolution. The 
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where a is the dilation parameter (also called scale, inverse of resolution) and b  is the 
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The asterisk is because the complex conjugate of the wavelet function is used for 
transformation. In Fourier transformation, the transformation of the function under 
investigation can be done at different frequencies of the Fourier function [Boggess & 
Narkowich, 2001]. 
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where ( )λf̂  is the Fourier transform of the function at frequency λ . In wavelet 
transformation, the transformation of the function can not only be done at multiple 
resolution (frequencies) of the wavelet function but also by placing the wavelet function 
at different location (space or time) on the function under investigation. Thus, wavelet 
transformation has two independent variables, the frequency and location. If the wavelet 
matches the function at a specific frequency and location, then, the wavelet transform 
value is large, whereas, if they do not match, then, a low value of transform is obtained. 
The transform is performed at different location of the function and for different 
frequency of the wavelet.  
 The wavelet transformation can be inversed to get the original function back from 
its wavelet transform.  
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The integration is done over all scale a and location b . If the integration is done over a 
range of a  instead of all a  scale then we get back part of the original function and 
discard the rest. In this way we can filter noise from the original function. The 
transformation can be done in continuous or discrete manner called continuous wavelet 
transformation (CWT) and discrete wavelet transformation (DWT) respectively. 
Different wavelet basis functions are used for transformation that can be carried out in 
either continuous (CWT) or discrete (DWT). Figure 2.2 depicts the wavelet and scaling 
function shapes for four wavelet families that will be used in our research.  For 
Daubechies, Symlet and Coiflet families, each member is also designated by its zero-
crossings (or vanishing moments).  For example, db8 designates the Daubechies wavelet 
with 8 zero-crossings. 
2.1.2 Discrete Wavelet Transformation 
 In a discrete wavelet transformation discrete value of scale a  and location 
parameter b are used. They are discretized in such a manner that aand b are linked. The 
scale a  is generally discretized in a logarithmic way ma0 where m is an integer. Each 
location b can be reached in discrete steps n (an integer) from an origin. It is also 
proportional to scale ma0 . Thus it can be represented as
manb 00 .  The wavelet function in the 
discrete form is 
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where 0a  is a fixed dilation parameter and is greater than one and 0b is the location 
parameter and is greater than zero. The discrete wavelet transformation of function ( )xf  
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Discrete wavelet transformation nmT , is known as wavelet coefficient or detail coefficient. 
The most common way of discretization is to use a dyadic grid where 0a and 0b  are two 
and one respectively. Discrete dyadic wavelets are orthonormal in nature. The original 
function can be reconstructed using the wavelet coefficients. 
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2.1.3 Multi-resolution Analysis and Discrete Function  
 Like wavelet functions there is another set of functions called scaling 
functions )(, xnmφ . The scaling function when convoluted with the function ( )xf  gives 
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The scaling function is orthogonal to translation ( n ) but not to dilation ( m ). So, an 
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Using the approximation coefficient and detail coefficient we can get the function ( )xf  as 
a sum of approximation of the function at arbitrary scale index 0m and detail function 
from scale 0m to −∞ . 
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where when m  is low the resolution is high and vice versa.  
 If the original function is discrete then it is seen as an approximation at scale 
index 0=m ( )( )xf0 . If the function )(0 xf is of finite length N  and the scale index varies 
from Mm <<0 , then in a dyadic grid MN 2= . Since N  is the length through which the 
wavelet function can be translated ( b ), when the scale index is m  we 
have Mm Nnb 22 ===  or mMn −= 2 . Thus n  ranges between 120 −<< −mMn  for each m . In 
that case, by equation 2.10 the function )(0 xf  can be written as               
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 The wavelet and scaling function gives a multiresolution decomposition 
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Thus the information stored in approximation coefficient at a scale index is not repeated 
at the wavelet coefficient. Also the wavelet at a scale index is a function of the scaling 
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function at lower scale index. Hence the approximation function at a given scale index 
can be regenerated using the approximate function and detail coefficient of the next 
higher scale index.  
)()()( 11 xdxfxf mmm ++ +=              2.16 
Thus the wavelet and scaling function has the ability to divide a function in a lower 
resolution. The decomposed function in equation 16 can be written as: 
)()()()()()()()()()( 1233122110 xdxdxdxfxdxdxfxdxfxf +++=++=+=  
and so on.   
Also the discrete dyadic grid wavelets are orthonormal to each other.  
 1)()( ,, =∫
∞
∞−
′′ dxxx nmnm ψψ   if nnmm ′=′= ,  
= 0 otherwise                   2.17 
That is the product of each wavelet with its translation (at different location) and dilation 
(at different scale) is zero. So the information stored in the wavelet coefficients at 
different scale index nmT ,  is not repeated. Thus, the information in the detailed functions, 
at different resolution, is unique. 
2.1.4 2-D Wavelet Transformation 
 The process of characterization of micro/nano surface is done with their images. 
These images are either intensity of pixels (in case of SEM) or height of the surface (in 
case of AFM) in a two-dimensional array. A wavelet decomposition is to be done for this 
two dimensional array of data. Since the data are discrete, a two dimensional discrete 
wavelet transformation is to be performed. The scaling and wavelet functions for a two 
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dimensional transform is obtained from tensor product of the one dimensional scaling and 
wavelet functions. In moving from 1D to 2D wavelet transform, the rows and columns of 
the data matrix (x and y coordinates) that represent the image are treated as independent. 
Therefore, the 2D filters become the tensor products of their 1D counterpart [Addison, 
2002].  A high-pass and a low-pass filter are applied to the image in the x-direction 
(across the rows of the matrix), and the results are down sampled by deleting every other 
column. This results in two images of approximately half size of the original, one 
containing high frequency components of the rows and the other containing low-
frequency components. These two images are then each filtered down the columns using 
high-pass and low-pass filters and down sampling the results along the rows (deleting 
every other row). The resulting four images are approximately one-fourth the size of the 
original image. One of the sub-images represents the smoothed approximation (A), while 
the others represent the horizontal detail (HD), the vertical detail (VD) and the diagonal 
detail (DD) sub-images. The process can be iterated on the approximation sub-image to 
obtain the decomposition in the next level (Figure 2.3 & 2.4), thereby removing details at 
a frequency level relatively lower than the first level. 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
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where φ  is the scaling function and hv ψψ , and dψ  are the vertical, horizontal and 
diagonal wavelet respectively. The corresponding approximation coefficient is ),(, 21 nnmS  
and detail coefficients are v nnmT ),(, 21 , 
h
nnmT ),(, 21 and 
d
nnmT ),(, 21  respectively. 
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2.2 The Choice of Optimum Wavelet Decomposition Level and Wavelet Function 
 Different wavelet base function has different waveform, central frequency and 
vanishing moment. The decomposition performed by different wavelet function breaks 
the image into different sub-image in terms of frequency and spatial localization. In 
another word, wavelet decomposition removes different high frequency part from the 
original image. During removing the high frequency components, background and edge 
contour (key underlying structure) are also smoothed, which is not expected in LER 
characterization. For this purpose, better wavelet base function that retains the maximum 
information while removing the noise are needs to be found for a particular image. 
 Theoretically the wavelet decomposition can be performed n times, where 
n+12   <2n m≤  and m is the number of pixels of an image in both direction. In this work 
we are interested in the approximation part of wavelet decomposition since with the 
removal of high frequency component in the detail part; it is easier to identify between 
edge and its background. As the image is decomposed to a certain level, the edges are 
totally smoothed out. It needs to find a suitable decomposition level, in order to keep 
clear background and edge contour and also remove other higher frequency component 
on the surface at the same time. Different property of the surface like Shannon entropy, 
flatness factor as well as wave cluster analysis of the surface is used to find the optimum 
wavelet base function and decomposition level in order to separate the actual surface 
from image artifacts.  
2.2.1 Shannon Entropy 
 The concept of Shannon’s entropy plays a central role in information theory and 
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where n is the number of possible classes. Probability 
i
p is calculated as the percentage of 
class i pixels within the segment. In a perfectly classified and segmented image, the 
entropy of each segment will be zero, since all the pixels in each segment will be 
classified into the same class. The larger number of different classes that are found within 
a segment, the higher the entropy will be. 
 Shannon entropy provides a good measurement of the randomness for a given 
image. We calculate the entropy value of the approximation image at each wavelet 
decomposition level. At the beginning of wavelet decomposition, the Shannon entropy 
value decreases due to the removing of the high frequency component, which 
corresponds to the random part of the original image. After certain level of 
decomposition, the high frequency component associated with the original image is 
smoothed out. On further decomposition, the artifacts of wavelet base function are added 
to the approximation image. This makes the Shannon entropy value to increase again. For 
a particular wavelet base function, the approximation image which gives minimum 
entropy value can then be used as the base to define the line-edge searching region. It 
contains enough information for background and edge separation and has no high 
frequency component to intervene the identification of edge region.  
 Among different wavelet base functions, the entropy values obtained at optimal 
decomposition levels are different, which means the information contents of them are 
different. The more key underlying structure is kept, the more it will be better to define 
the line-edge searching region. In this sense, the higher entropy value is where more 
information is contained. So the wavelet function with higher entropy value at its optimal 
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decomposition level is expected to have a better performance in terms of separation of 
key underlying structure and surface detail.  
2.2.2 Flatness Factor 
 The Flatness Factor (FF) is the normalized fourth moment of the wavelet 
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where 1 2( ,  )ma n n  is the approximation coefficient at level m and pixel coordinate 1 2,  n n . 
The flatness factor (FF) is a measure of the peakedness (or flatness) of a statistical 
distribution. FF provides a measure of the approximation image surface, which 
statistically characterizes the surface intensity distribution. In our case it gives the 
flatness of the probability distribution of the approximation image at each level. At the 
lower levels of wavelet decomposition, the surface intensity distribution appears peakier. 
As the wavelet decomposition continues, the intensity distribution gets less peaky than 
the previous level with the high frequency components removed. This increases the FF. 
At a certain level of decomposition, FF reaches a maximum after which it starts 
decreasing again due to the added variance from the wavelet function. For each wavelet 
function at different levels, FF will be different due to the removal of different high 
frequency components consistent with the central frequency of the wavelet basis 
function. The level with the minimum entropy yields the maximum FF. The lowest FF at 
the optimal wavelet decomposition level contains the highest magnitude intensity (height) 
information, which comes from the original image and corresponds to the key underlying 
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structure. 
2.2.3 Wave Cluster Analysis of Surface Image 
 In this research we will investigate the use of wave-cluster analysis to identify the 
optimum level of wavelet decomposition for surface analysis in different applications. 
Pattern recognition analysis can be used for clustering analysis of data at different scale 
[Simon & Berndtgen, 1998]. Clustering partitions a data set into several groups such that 
the similarity within a group is larger than that among groups.[Everitt, 1993; Jang et al., 
1997] Cluster analysis of picture data means to collect elements (i.e. pixels) of similar 
property (intensity) in different clusters. The cluster analysis can be done directly on 
intensity of pixels of the image or it can be done on the wavelet coefficient of the image. 
Using this multi-resolution property of wavelet transform we can identify different shape 
clusters of the surface at different level of decomposition. The clustered coefficient at 
different level of decomposition will reveal different information about the surface. 
Clustering of the surface image can be used for the characterization of micro/nano 
surface. We propose a novel approach of wave-cluster analysis where clustering of the 
image is done at different level of decomposition. 
 We have used clustering of the surface image for the characterization of 
micro/nano surface. Clustering of the image is done at different level of decomposition. 
The image consists of a background and the edges on it. So clustering of the image in two 
will take the background and the edge in two different clusters. At higher level of 
decomposition, when the noises are removed, the underlying surface structure appears. 
Clustering at higher level of decomposition reveals different information about the 
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underlying surface structure. The clustering of the image physically characterizes the 
change of entropy. 
• Clustering Analysis 
 Clustering partitions a data set into several groups. The K means clustering 
partitions n vectors 
j
x  into c groups. It finds a cluster center 
i
c for each group such that 
an objective function of distance between the vector and cluster center is minimized. The 
distance function for vector 
k
x  in cluster i  with cluster center 
i
c  is ( ,  )
k i
d x c . The 
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 When Euclidean distance is chosen as a measure between vectors 
k
x  in cluster i  
with corresponding cluster center
i
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Thus, the choice of optimum decomposition level for a given wavelet function depends 
upon the level at which we get minimum entropy or maximum FF. The cluster image 
should also be smoothed to the maximum of the original image. And the choice of 
optimum wavelet base function should be one that gives the maximum entropy or 
minimum FF among all the different wavelet base functions at the optimum level of 
decomposition. In that way it carries the maximum information of the original image. A 
framework of optimum wavelet decomposition level and most suitable wavelet function 




Figure 2.5 The framework for choosing the optimal wavelet decomposition level 
and the most suitable wavelet function (Sun et al., 2009a). 
  
2.3 Statistical Properties for Surface Characterization 
 A surface can be characterized by statistical measurements like skewness, flatness 
(kurtosis), fractal dimension. The distribution of energy and their variance at different 
frequency can also characterize a surface. Different moments of wavelet coefficient 
( ),(, 21 nnmT ) gives different statistical properties. In two dimensional wavelet transformation 
we have vertical ( v nnmT ),(, 21 ), horizontal (
h
nnmT ),(, 21 ) and diagonal (
d
nnmT ),(, 21 ) wavelet transform 
coefficients. The thp  order of the wavelet coefficient is formed by the diagonal 
coefficient. 
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 The wavelet coefficient variance is the second ordered statistical moment of 
wavelet coefficient ),,( 21 nnmT at scale index m . The skewness factor is the normalized third 
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The skewness factor is a measure of degree of asymmetry of a statistical distribution. It 
gives the asymmetry of the probability distribution of the wavelet coefficient at each 
scale index ( )m . The skewness factor will be negative if the left tail of the distribution is 
more than the right one and vice versa. If both the tails of the distribution are equal then 
the skewness factor will be zero. Thus for normal distribution and uniform distribution 
the skewness factor is zero. 
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The flatness factor is a measure of the peakedness (or flatness) of a statistical distribution. 
It gives the flatness of the probability distribution of the wavelet coefficient at each scale 
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index ( )m . The flatness factor for normal distribution is equal to 3 and for a uniform 
distribution it is equal to 1.8. 
 Instead of using the scale index m as the independent variable, a function of the 
resolution index called wavenumber mk is used.  It is the spatial frequency and for a 
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The data points are located at a spatial distance of y∆ .  The wavelet energy spectrum in 
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The wavelet energy gives the energy associated with the surface at a given frequency. 
The variation of wavelet energy is measured by a standard deviation ( )(Eσ ) defined as: 
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2.3.1 Roughness (Hurst) Exponent 
 The roughness exponent of 1-D line or 2-D surface can be found from discrete 
wavelet analysis. Roughness exponent and correlation length is calculated from the slope 
of the plot of the wavelet variance at different scale index. The roughness exponent is 
related to the slope and the correlation length is related to the length of the scale through 
which the line edge is self similar in nature. Details of the proposed approach are given 
below. 
 In 1-D line analysis for characterization, the multiresolution capability of 1-D 
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wavelet transformation is used to calculate fractal dimension and correlation length. A 1-
D wavelet transformation of the line is used for this analysis. The 2-D surface can be 
analyzed using fractal dimension of the surface. The multiresolution wavelet analysis can 
also be used. A 2-D wavelet transformation of the surface can be used for this.  
 For a self affine structure we can calculate the fractal dimension using the scaling 
relation between wavelet amplitude at different scale index [Simonsen et al., 1998]. The 
fractal dimension of a straight 1-D line is 1. The fractal dimension of a 2D surface is 2 
and that of a 3D cube is 3. A curved line will have a fractal dimension between 1 and 2. 
The more it is towards one the more it is straight with one dimension and the more it is 
towards two the more it is curved to form a surface. A surface with roughness will have a 
fractal between 2 and 3. The more it is towards 2 the more it is a flat surface and the more 
it is towards cube (rectangular surface with sharp edges) the more the fractal number is 
towards 3. Since we are having a rough surface we expect a fractal between 2 and 3. 
 Definition: For a function of one variable say h(x) self affinity is defined as: 
when x changes to λx then h(x) changes to λ
H
 h (x) where H is the Hurst exponent.  
Thus we can write 
)()( xhxh
H λλ−=          2.30 
Taking wavelet transformation on both sides with dilation parameter a and translation 
parameter b we get 
[ ] [ ] ),()(),()( baxhTbaxhT H λλ−=          2.31 
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[ ] ),()()2/1( baxhTH λλλ −−=          2.34 
Thus we can write equation 2.31 as: 
[ ] [ ] ),()(),()( )2/1( baxhTbaxhT H += λλλ         2.35 
When using a dyadic grid ( m2=λ ) and taking square on both sides of equation 2.35 we get 
[ ] [ ] ),()(2),()( 2)12(2 baxhTbaxhT Hm +=λλ        2.36 
 For a dyadic grid, the Hurst exponent (H) is to be calculated from the slope (s) of 
base-2 logarithm of the wavelet coefficient variance at different scale indexes m. The 
wavelet coefficient variance is the second order statistical moment of wavelet coefficient. 
Thus the wavelet coefficient variance is proportional to )12(2 +Hm . The Hurst exponent is 
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When )(xh  happens to be a function of two variables (i.e., [ ]21 xxx = ) then the location 
parameter b  must also be a vector with two variables, [ ]21 bbb = . The wavelet 





















H ψλλ    2.38 
Taking xx ′=λ  i.e. ′= 11 xxλ  and 
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λ    2.39 
This leads to 
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[ ] ),()(1 baxhTH λλλ −−=                2.40 
And thus 
[ ] [ ] ),()(),()( 1 baxhTbaxhT H += λλλ        2.41 
This for a dyadic grid and taking square becomes: 
[ ] [ ] ),()(2),()( 2)22(2 baxhTbaxhT Hm +=λλ        2.42 
Similar to 1-D (single variable) analysis when we plot base-2 logarithm of the wavelet 
coefficient variance at different scale indexes m, for a rough 2D plane, the slope (s’) is 





H            2.43 
 The wavelet power spectrum is proportional to the variance. So Hurst exponent 
can also be obtained by the slope of wavelet power spectrum using equation 2.33 for one 
dimensional line and equation 2.39 for a two dimensional surface. The roughness or 
Hurst exponent is related to the fractal dimension (FD) through 
HnFD −+= 1               2.44 
Where n is the dimension. Thus the fractal dimension of a line with curves (roughness) is 
given by HFD −= 2  and that of 2D surface with roughness by HFD −= 3 . In actual curved 
lines or surfaces the fractal behavior does not extend to all resolution or scale i.e. they are 
not self similar in nature after certain resolution. The length of the resolution up to which 
the curve line or surface is self similar in nature is called the correlation length.      
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3. MULTI-SCALE MODELING  
 Understanding the surface characteristics at the micro and nanoscale is essential 
for analyzing the performance of a device. In this effort, molecular modeling can also 
provide information related to the surface characteristics underscoring the physical, 
chemical and thermodynamic mechanisms involved in fabrication [Hill et al., 2005 ]. The 
underlying physico-chemical mechanism of the atoms and molecules is the key to decide 
the appearance of a surface and therefore the surface image. Surface modeling and 
characterization at the micro-/nano scale is essential for device fabrication. The actual 
material property often depends on its morphology in the mesoscale. Macro-scale or 
meso-scale properties rely on the micro-scale inter-reaction among different particles. 
Single scale methods such as ab initio quantum mechanical DFT methods or molecular 
dynamics (MD) will have difficulty in analyzing such structures due to the limitations in 
terms of the time and length scales that the methods are confined to. For the study of 
materials in the meso scale, we must model up to a scale of several microns, consisting of 
billions of atoms, which is too large for ab initio molecular simulation. Therefore, a 
multi-scale approach for this class of problems is needed [Liu et al., 2006].The main aim 
of multiscale modeling is to predict the macroscopic behavior of the process from first 
principle by passing information from the quantum scale to the process scale through 
mesoscale. 
 The timescale at which the change in mesoscopic morphology occurs are in 
microseconds which are less than the real timescale of material processing. In some cases 
it is necessary to model in continuum length and timescale for real time material 
processing [Christofides el al., 2009]. The use of multi-scale modeling is essential where 
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we pass information in length and timescale for real time process modeling and 
simulation based on first principle ab initio models.  
 Image analysis has a limitation of resolution. They can go up to the resolution of 
the pixel. So the surface property is predicted in the resolution of the pixel. But the actual 
surface characteristic property is in the molecular scale. So a molecular simulation can 
actually predict the surface property and its different characteristic parameters. In this 
section we are going to discuss different molecular simulation methods at different scales 
that can be used to generate material structures. Depending on the interested length-scale, 
different molecular simulation methods are used. Most efforts of molecular dynamic 
simulation are focused on the thermodynamic property prediction. In our case the 
simulation regarding structure related properties are most important, such as polymer 
morphology growth and spinodal decomposition [Mukherjee et al., 2010], energy 
associated with structural morphology[Mukherjee et al., 2009] etc. 
3.1 Handshake Between Scales 
 Figure 3.1 gives a schematic view of multi-scale molecular simulation. Because 
of the availability of accurate inter-atomic potentials for a range of materials, classical 
molecular simulations have become a prominent tool for elucidating complex physical 
phenomena. However, as mentioned before, the length scales that can be probed using ab 
initio methods are still fairly limited. Therefore, a multi-scale approach for this class of 
problems is needed. 
 Analysis at different scale gives different properties of interest. The ab initio 
models are generally done to obtain the force field. The surface microstructure is 
obtained from mesoscopic model, the actual length and time scale of which depends upon  
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Figure 3.1 Multi-scale simulations [Maraudas, 2000] 
the degree of coarsening. For example, the energy associated with a crystalline structure 
is obtained from the ab initio DFT calculation which uses one scale and the surface 
structure is obtained from molecular simulation which uses a higher scale. The key 
problem in multi-scale is the handshaking method between different scales. There are 
several handshaking methods available in the literatures, such as hierarchical, concurrent 
and multi-scale boundaries.  
 The hierarchical modeling establishes a direct relationship between the 
macroscopic properties and the key nanoscale parameters, which provides guidelines for 
both the development of improved material fabrication processes as well as helping to 
facilitate the design of the material. The hierarchical method suffers its own limitation: 
the study of the material response in the fine scale may not be complete, or it may not be 
possible to explicitly include all the information of the material behavior in one scale and 
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pass it to another scale without any loss of information. These problems become more 
pronounced when the field is decomposed into more than two length scales. 
 To avoid information loss when passing information from one length scale to 
another, researchers have expended a great deal of effort in developing concurrent 
methods to achieve a seamless bridging between different length scales. In a concurrent 
method, simulations at different length scales are performed simultaneously and the 
information interfaces between length scales continually transmit information from one 
simulation to the other. In this category, there are macroscopic-atomistic–ab initio 
dynamics (MAAD) and Quasi-continuum method [Liu et al., 2006].  
3.2 Blending Multi-Resolution Image Analysis and Molecular Simulation 
 Molecular simulation is done under many assumptions to make the computation 
feasible. The ideal case will be that where only important factors are considered and non 
relevant factors are ignored. The key feature, then, is properly modeled under the 
tolerable computation limit. By adjusting the assumptions of simulation, the simulation 
result shall closely agree with the underlying key structure obtained from experimental 
image analysis. This enables us to understand the experimental parameters, decouple the 
effect of different parameters and give a proper understanding of their effects. By 
comparing the results from the molecular simulation and the image analysis, the imaging 
artifacts shall be properly isolated. 
 The molecular simulations will be analyzed in two independent ways. At first 
standard analysis techniques like density profiles and density distributions as well as 
direct visualizations of the underlying models will be done as we know all positions of all 
particles. Then the wavelet decomposition will be applied to the visualization of the 
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simulation and analyze the results in the same way as we do for the experimental image 
data. The correlation of the two techniques will allow us to interpret the wavelet analysis 
in a stricter way. We are essentially addressing an inverse problem as we need to interpret 
the wavelet results in terms of supramolecular structural entities. The high resolution 
direct space simulation data allows assigning direct meanings to the different features 
obtained from the wavelet analysis and on the other hand allows refining our simulation 
models. 
3.3 Multiscale Modeling and Simulation of Polymer  
 For polymer structures, blends and nanocomposites it is essential to characterize 
them and make a relation between characteristics and property. Polymeric materials in 
melts, blends of solutions have structural properties in different scale ranging from 
nanometer to microns, millimeters and beyond. The dynamics of polymeric structure at 
different length scales has corresponding time scale ranging from femtoseconds to 
milliseconds, seconds. It can go up to hours for glassy materials or large scale phase 
separations in blends. It is significant to characterize the structure and manipulate the 
method of fabrication to get the desired properties. Modeling and simulation will help to 
understand the correlation of product performance and manufacturing conditions. 
 Polymer modeling is generally carried out in a multiscale manner. The force field 
in the subatomic scale is calculated accurately by quantum mechanics (QM). The 
different scale methods are used with different degree of coarsing. The process of 
coarsening from QM to atomic scale is through basic principle but coarsening at higher 
scale is system specific and the strategy for polymers is different from that of metals 
which is different from ceramic [Fermeglia & Pricl, 2007; 2009]. In the base is the 
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atomic scale modeling where the atoms are the basic unit. Modeling at this scale is 
mainly to know the molecular or their assembly structure and their interactions. They 
include the molecular mechanics (MM) molecular dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo 
(MC) calculations. With the force fields describing the interactions between atoms, the 
MD and MC calculations are made to know the molecular or their assembly structure and 
their interactions. MD predicts the time evaluation of the system of interacting atoms. 
Important sampling MC provides dynamic properties as well as the information of 
equilibrium properties.  
 The mesoscale method bridges atomic scale methods with continuum methods. 
Here the system is treated as consisting of microscopic particles (group of atoms, 
molecules, molecular assembly etc) with mean field forces between the particles. The 
particle in a mesoscopic simulation is related to the group of several atoms in atomistic 
simulation. The bridge between the atomic scale and mesoscale is done by obtaining the 
interaction parameter between the coarse grained particles in mesoscale (group of atoms, 
molecules or molecular assembly) from the atomic simulation. An atomistic simulation 
gives the detail of interphase and binding energies among the particles. Mesoscale 
simulation methods like dynamic mean field density functional theory (as implemented in 
the software package Mesodyn
TM
 from Accelrys) [Zeng et al., 2008] dissipative particle 
dynamics (DPD) which is used to study the morphology in inhomogeneous materials uses 
an extended form of Flory-Huggins interaction parameter between different coarse 
grained components. The extended forms of Flory-Huggins interaction parameter 
between components are estimated through atomistic simulation. MD or MC atomic 
simulation is used to find the interaction parameter of the coarse grained particles. The 
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interaction parameters for single phase polymers, polymer blends, block co-polymers or 
polymer and solvent can be found by this method. When the coarse graining particle 
comprises of a beads of unlike pairs, the interaction parameter is given by Flory-Huggins 
segment-segment interaction parameter where the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter is 
related to the differential energy of interaction per contact between unlike pair. It can be 
obtained from atomistic simulation using COMPASS force field [Soto-Figueroa et al., 
2005]. When the beads of unlike pair or coarse grained particles comprises of a molecule 
or the monomer unit of the polymer, the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter can be 







             3.1 
where BA δδ , are the solubility parameters and Aυ is the molar volume. In case of polymer 
solvent interaction it is the molar volume of the solvent. In case of a polymer blend it is 
the mean molar volume of the two monomers. This method can simulate at a length scale 
much larger than classical MD methods.  
 DPD can simulate polymer melts and blends. It is a particle based method which 
uses coarse grained models where the basic unit is a molecule or molecular assembly 
called a particle. DPD particles has a mass, position and momentum. The interaction 
forces between two particles are the sum of conservative, dissipative and random force. 
The interaction potential between particles is approximated in microscopic length scale. 
The forces are pairwise and the momentum is conserved but energy is not conserved. The 
dynamic DFT method is generally used to model the dynamic behavior of the polymer 
system.  
 Though we can understand the morphology and molecular structure of the matter 
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at micro/nanoscale level in the mesoscale simulation at the desired condition of 
temperature composition, it is essential to understand the continuum scale behavior. This 
gives the behavior of the system in a timescale comparable to real time analysis as the 
mesoscale modeling can give system behavior only up to microseconds. In the 
macroscale (continuum scale), generally finite element method (FEM) are used. Here, the 
observed macroscopic behavior is explained by ignoring the discrete atomic and 
molecular structure and assuming the material is continuous in space. The continuum 
material has an average density, and body forces like gravitational and surface forces are 
included in it. The continuum method obeys the conservation laws like conservation of 
mass and momentum and conservation of energy and entropy. Conservation equations 
and equation of state provides the equations necessary to solve continuum problems. The 
FEM is a numerical method to get solution to initial and boundary value problems. The 
boundary value problem can be time dependent. A mesh is generated over the material 
and it gives the solution at the nodal points of the mesh. This helps to get the properties at 
discrete locations in a discontinuous inhomogeneous material. The input to the FEM 
model is that obtained from the mesoscale method and thus the simulations are consistent 
across different scales [Zeng et al., 2008]. Mesoprop is a finite element based method for 
estimating the property in macroscale taking density distribution from mesoscale. It used 
the three dimensional density maps obtained from mesoscale simulation and transforms it 
into a fixed grid used for integration of the equations used in macroscopic properties. 
Another method for FEM analysis is Palmyra which uses a variable grid and allows 
extension of the size of the system studied. A geometry mapping is to be done to convert 
mesoscale cubic elements to FEM tetrahedrons.  
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4. THEORY OF POLYMER IN SOLUTION 
 Properties of polymers, their phase behavior in solutions play important role in 
polymer processing. The physical properties of the polymer depend on the amount and 
type of solvents used for processing. Important technical issue involves the dynamics of 
phase formation, and how fast the liquid solvent is removed from the polymer. This is 
important technical issue as in most practical applications where the sorption behavior of 
a polymer film is required, it is important to know how fast the solvent or vapor or gas is 
absorbed in the polymer. This is practically important in polymeric membranes and 
polymer film formation. Description of these processes require knowledge of solubility 
and phase behavior at equilibrium and diffusivity and transport property of solvents and 
polymers in the solution as well as transport of vapor and gas absorbed in the polymer 
matrix. In this chapter we discuss about polymer solvent solutions, the thermodynamic 
behavior of the solution and phase behavior and morphology formation at equilibrium. 
The diffusion kinetics for phase separation and glass transition temperature are also 
discussed. These are the features encountered during morphology formation in surface 
formed from polymer solution.  
4.1 Polymer Solution 
 The solvents for polymer are categorized in three types, good, bad and theta 
solvent. In dilute solution, the interaction potential between polymer and solvent decides 
the chain conformation. For good solvent the chain expands and tries to make maximum 
number of contacts with the solvent. The chain expands from its unperturbed dimension 
and it is swollen. In poor solvent the polymer will contract to reduce contacts with 
solvents. When the chain contracts they also encounter a dissipative long range repulsive 
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force between the segments. This leads to an exclude volume. When the long range 
repulsive force causing exclude volume is balanced with the interaction force with the 
solvents, the polymer lies in an unperturbed conformation and the solvent is called a theta 
solvent [Hamley, 2000; Rubinstein & Colby, 2003]. The root mean square end to end 
distance of a polymer is proportional to the number of monomer units and is given by  
vnr ≈
21
2 .                                4.1 
where, v is called Flory exponent. For a good solvent 5/3=v  and for theta 
solution 2/1=v  where the polymer is unperturbed and behaves like a Gaussian chain. 
The ratio between the perturbed and unperturbed chain end to end distance is given by an 
expansion factorα . In a theta solvent 1=α . For a good solvent 1>α  and for a poor 
solvent 1<α .  
 In a very dilute solution the polymer coils remain independent with each other. As 
the concentration increases the coil starts overlapping each other at a concentration called 
overlap concentration c
*
. At the overlap concentration, the average concentration of the 
polymer solution equals to that of individual segments. The overlap concentration is 
given by  
v
nc
31−∗ ≈                                      4.2 
A molten polymer behaves like a concentrated polymer solution. 
• Thermodynamics of Polymer Solution, the Flory Huggins Theory 
The thermodynamics of mixing two liquids depends on the molar Gibbs free energy 
[Hamley, 2000]. 
mmm STHG ∆−∆=∆                                4.3 
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where, mH∆  is the molar enthalpy of mixing and mS∆  is the molar entropy of mixing. 
For a multicomponent solution, the Gibbs free energy of the solution must be less than 
individual components. Thus the change in Gibbs free energy should be negative. For an 
ideal solution 0=∆ mH . For polymer solution, there is a finite heat of mixing and also 
change in the mS∆ .  
 The Flory Huggins theory is a lattice based model and is used to analyze the 
polymer blends and polymer solvent mixtures. If there are N1 solvent molecules and N2 
polymer chains then the configurational entropy is given by: 
)lnln( 2211 ϕϕ NNkS Bm +−=∆                       4.4 
where, 1ϕ  and 2ϕ  are the fraction of lattice sites occupied by solvent and the polymer 
respectively. It can also be replaced by volume fraction if the number of sites occupied is 
proportional to their respective volumes.  
 The change in enthalpy arises from the formation of solvent polymer contacts 
with energy ijε  and breaking solvent-solvent iiε  and polymer-polymer jjε  contacts. Thus 
the enthalpy change for each contact, called the interaction energy is given by  
                                                        )(
2
1
jjiiijijw εεε +−=                                 4.5 
For the formation of n such contacts between solvent and polymer the enthalpy change is 
given by 
12nwH m =∆                                   4.6 
 The probability of occupancy of a lattice site is proportional to the fraction of total 
sites occupied. For a coordination number of z and each polymer having r number of 
monomer units, the number of solvents surrounding each polymer chain is given by rz1ϕ . 
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For N2 such polymer chains, number of contacts will be rzN 12ϕ . The change of enthalpy 
is thus given by  
1212 rzwNH m ϕ=∆                      4.7 
Replacing zw12 with 12χTkB , where 12χ  is a dimensionless parameter called Flory-
Huggins interaction parameter we get  
1212 χϕ TrkNH Bm =∆                            4.8 
The interaction parameter is a measure of the interaction enthalpy per solvent molecule. 
In a theta solution the value of 12χ  reaches 0.5. Poor solvent have 12χ  larger than 0.5 and 
good solvent has values less than zero.  
 Using the expression for enthalpy and entropy we get the change in Gibbs free 
energy as  
)lnln( 12122211 χϕϕϕ rNNNTkG Bm ++=∆                    4.9 
The monomers in the polymer chain are connected. This reduces the number of 
configurational arrangements compared to free solvent molecules. This gives lower 
configurational entropy in polymer solution than liquid mixtures. For polymer blends the 
configurational entropy is drastically reduced. Thus, the contribution of segmental mixing 
enthalpy in Gibbs free energy is more in a polymer solution and becomes most significant 
in a polymer blend.  
4.2 Phase Separation: Binodal and Spinodal Decomposition 
 A plot of mG∆  at versus fractional composition of polymer and solvent (or 
polymer blends) at different temperature is shown in Figure 4.1. At higher temperature 
(T4) mG∆  for any composition is negative and thus we get a stable homogeneous phase. 
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When the temperature is reduced it is possible to get a maximum in the curve with two 
minima (T1). A homogeneous mixture with composition between these two minima is 
unstable and thus a phase separation occurs. The two points where the separation occurs 
are defined by the point of contact of the double tangent line in the free energy curve. The 
difference between the contact point and the minima is insignificant. The two tangent 
points gives two different compositions of the separated phases. The locus of these 
compositions, where separated phases will be at different temperatures, gives the binodal 
decomposition curve. Between the two tangent points on the Gibbs energy curve there are 
inflection points where the second derivative of the Gibbs energy with respect to 
composition is zero. Between the inflection points the second derivative of the Gibbs 
energy with respect to composition is negative and the system is very unstable. A phase 
separation occurs spontaneously and the two phases has lower Gibbs energy than the 
mixed phase. The locus of the inflection points at different temperature gives the spinodal 
curve. Within the spinodal curve the system is unstable to any composition and slight 
thermal fluctuation will cause phase separation. Outside the inflection points the second 
derivative of Gibbs energy with composition is positive. The system has to overcome a 
free energy barrier for separation. Thus the region between spinodal and binodal phase is 
metastable in nature. When the energy barrier is overcome, the minority phase nucleates 
within the majority phase. The nuclei coalesce to reduce interfacial free energy and form 
structure, as it can be seen in the later stage of spinodal decomposition.  
 When the temperature is quenched below the binodal curve the two phase 
structure forms. Depending on the location of the point in the phase diagram to which the 
solution is quenched the two phase structure is formed by either nucleation and growth or 
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spinodal decomposition. The nucleation and growth occurs if the point is in the 
metastable region of the phase diagram [Barton et al., 1998]. It is called off critical 
quench as  
 
Figure 4.1 Free energy and phase diagram of polymer solution [Hamley]   
the quenching occurs away from the critical point. It is caused by a large magnitude of 
concentration gradient which is caused by a nucleation site of sufficient size but a 
composition that is of the equilibrium binodal. A smaller concentration fluctuation will 
dissipate in this metastable region due to the cost of surface energy. The spinodal 
decomposition occurs if the point is in the unstable region in the phase diagram. It is 
generally caused by critical quench when the quenching occurs on or close to the critical 
point. It occurs by rapid initial growth of small concentration gradient but large in extent 
structures. Phase separation by spinodal decomposition is described by Cahn-Hilliard 
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theory. There are two types of energies that play simultaneously. The bulk free energy 
that drives the two phases towards their equilibrium compositions and the surface free 
energy that tries to minimize the interfacial area between the two phases. In the late stage 
of transformation the concentration of the spinodal region increases to that in binodal 
composition.         
 The spinodal decomposition gives metastable phase separation morphology and 
does not reach the ultimate equilibrium morphology. In the late stages of the spinodal 
decomposition process, each phase has the respective equilibrium concentration that 
yields a rough morphology of the polymer structure at the surface and the edges. 
Following the spinodal decomposition is the Ostwald ripening process, wherein the 
coarsening of the spinodal decomposed polymer occurs, leading to the ultimate 
equilibrium morphology. This process further reduces the energy of the system by 
reducing the energy associated with interphases. The process of Ostwald ripening 
ultimately forms two separate stable phase layers. This process of Ostwald ripening has 
characteristics similar to those of nucleation-limited processes and has an energy barrier 
as found during nucleation in off-critical quench [Cheng, 2008]. 
4.2.1 Phase Separation and Morphology Formation   
 The quenching of polymer solution can be induced by sudden change in 
temperature, pressure or solution composition [Termonia, 1994; 1995; 1997]. For a 
polymer solution as the temperature or pressure of a solution is suddenly changed it 
undergoes a phase separation due to thermodynamic changes and the polymer coagulates. 
Phase separation due to temperature is called thermally induced phase separation (TIPS). 
In case of thermally induced quenching in a polymer solution, the development of 
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polymer structure is controlled by the mutual diffusion of polymer and solvent. Also, 
when a polymer solution is brought in contact with a no solvent the polymer coagulates 
as the no solvent diffuses in. Here the no solvent acts as a coagulant. The kinetics of the 
formation of the two phases in the solution is of importance for polymer processing. The 
polymer structure grows in two stages. In the first stage spinodal decomposition occurs 
where a bicontinuous percolated microstructure forms. This is followed by an increase of 
the size of each phase domain to form clusters. In the process of formation of clusters 
from percolated structure, the polymer breaks into isolated aggregates by coarsening. In 
the late stage of transformation the concentration of the spinodal region increases to that 
in binodal composition by diffusion coarsening. The polymer phase separation process 
can be studied by lattice based important sampling Monte Carlo (MC) or kinetic Monte 
Carlo (kMC) diffusion model. In those models the difference in local interaction energy 
is used to determine the diffusion of solvents and polymer chains in the nearest 
neighboring lattice sites to form the phase separation. 
 Polymer quenching and phase separation induced by change in solution 
composition with the introduction of a coagulant process may lead to phase inversion 
with porous structures [Beltsios et al., 2000]. It is caused by fluid demixing. The 
coagulant is generally a fluid which is miscible or partially miscible to the polymer 
solvent but immiscible to the polymer. There are two types of phase inversion, the wet 
and the dry phase inversion and the final solvent free structure depends on it. In wet PI, 
the morphologies of the coagulated polymer structure are controlled by the coagulation 
rate which depends on the miscibility of solvent and coagulant. The location of the mass 
transfer path in the thermodynamic equilibrium phase diagram with respect to the 
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miscibility of polymer, solvent and coagulant controls the final polymer morphology. 
However, the mass transfer process cannot be fully described by a sequence of 
equilibrium composition. In fact, the development of polymer structure during quenching 
is a nonequilibrium process which is controlled by the rate of mutual diffusion of the 
solvent and coagulant through the interface. 
  The dry PI process is observed when the polymer is dissolved in a mixture of 
volatile solvent and less volatile nonsolvent and the polymer solution is left for drying. 
This process can be prevented if the solvent is less volatile than the nonsolvent. The 
process of dry PI can also be seen if for the given polymer, the two fluids behave as 
moderate solvents or nonsolvents separately (the polymer is partially miscible) but their 
mixture is fully miscible with the polymer within a given ratio. In this case, a difference 
of volatility of the two moderate solvents or nonsolvents will create a dry PI. PI creates 
pores on the surface of drying film. The depth of PI pores is minimum 0.1-0.3 microns. 
The PI consequence is mainly encountered in polymeric membranes where the thickness 
is tens of microns. The process of dry phase inversion may be observed in 
microelectronic surface during solvent evaporation. In case of microelectronic surface 
where the depth is less than a micron, the PI may be mistaken as a consequence of 
excessive dissolution strength of solvent-nonsolvent mixture or poor polymer film 
adhesion to the substrate [Beltsios et al., ].    
 In the process of producing complex materials from polymer blends or porous 
polymer membranes from solution, it is desired to lock the morphologies at some 
intermediate stage. The process can be done by solidification of one or two phases by 
gelation, crystallization or glass transition. The glass transition stops structural changes 
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on any realistic time scale. The phase separation dynamics near glass transition can be 
modeled by the free volume and thermodynamic theories using Cahn-Hillard formalism 
[Barton et al., 1998]. 
4.2.2 Diffusion and the Kinetics of Phase Separation    
 In polymer system there are two types of diffusions, the mutual diffusion of 
polymer and solvent or two solvent molecules and the diffusion of the solvent in the 
polymer matrix through the free volume. The drying of polymer coatings in general is 
determined by the solvent diffusivity to the surface through the void volume. Physical 
properties of the system are influenced by the presence of solvents. For example, in 
photolithography, trace amount of presence of solvent affects the processing steps. The 
polymer volume consists of two parts. The volume occupied by the molecules and the 
empty space commonly known as free volume. The barrier properties of polymeric 
materials are based on free volume approach [Greenfield & Theodorou, 2001; Zielinski 
& Duda, 1992]. The packing of the polymer chains leaves holes or microvoides in the 
form of cages forming free volume. Above glass transition temperature the chains are in 
constant motion. The thermal fluctuations constantly redistribute a part of the free 
volume called hole free volume. This part of the free volume is available for molecular 
transport. The rest of the free volume is called interstitial free volume. Diffusion is 
controlled by hole free volume. The redistribution of the free volume within the system 
creates new voids and the solvents jumps into it. Thus amorphous region of polymer 
which has more free volume than crystalline region has higher solvent diffusion rate.  
 The solvent diffusion process in a polymer matrix is modeled as a series of 
uncorrelated jumps between potential minima sites. Although most of the molecules are 
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trapped in the cages created by the chains, the molecules undergo jump motion between 
two potentially minimum sites. The process of solvent jump and polymer chain motion 
creates vacant cage and channel which connects the cages. The rate for the jump is found 
from transition state theory. The fundamental rate for jump between two different 
neighboring sites is related to the rate of transition between the sites. A neighboring pair 
of sites is assumed to be separated by a dividing transition state. The temperature 
dependence of the solvent diffusion is given by an Arrhenius type equation (Florian): 
)exp(0 kTEDD A−=                             4.10 
where 0D is a constant and EA is the activation energy. 
 For diffusion of the above type, the solvent molecule has to hop as it has to gather 
enough energy to cross the energy barrier. Diffusion as perceived by free volume theory 
thus depends on two things. Occurrence of a whole of sufficient size adjacent to a solvent 
molecule and the molecule should have enough energy to jump into that void. The 
frequency of hopping rate is determined by the diffusion coefficient of solvent in polymer 
matrix using equation [Termonia, 1995]: 
2
,, )( xD jiji δτ=                              4.11 
where, jiD , is the diffusion coefficient, ji ,τ (1/sec) is the frequency and xδ is unit lattice 
length. The rate of diffusion is given by  
)exp(, kTEr ji ∆−=τ                                 4.12 
where E∆ is the change in interaction energy by diffusion calculated from Flory-Huggins 
interaction parameter 12χ  using their solubility parameter. 
 Once a solvent molecule hops from a site it flies in the polymer matrix till it gets a 
potential minima site. The solvents make random walks on the lattice between potential 
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energy minima. In case of mutual diffusion of polymer and solvent, the frequency of 
diffusion is obtained from the mutual diffusion coefficient polymer and solvent using 
Equation 4.11 and the corresponding rate of diffusion is then given by Equation 4.12.    
4.2.3 Dynamics of Polymer Movement, the Glass Transition Temperature 
 In the rubbery state the polymer chains are generally entangled. The chain 
motions are generally modeled by reptation theory where the chain is assumed to move 
through the network of others. The network of polymers form like a tube trough which 
the polymer moves. The chain moves by diffusion making a Brownian motion. The time 
taken by the polymer chain to diffuse a distance equal to the length of the tube is called 
relaxation time. The relaxation time depends on the molecular weight of the polymer. 
The relaxation time of polymer is much lower than low molecular weight liquids.  
 When the temperature of some polymer solution or polymer melt is reduced they 
become glassy, become hard. If the chain structures are regular they can also crystallize. 
The glass transition does not change the molecular conformation a large as contrast to 
crystallization [Hamley, 2000]. Crystallization stretches out the polymer chains and put 
them in a lattice. The glassy state is amorphous where the molecule still has a Gaussian 
conformation but their mobility is drastically reduced compared to the melt or solution. In 
fact the liquid like ordering in melt or solution is frozen. The glass transition temperature 
(Tg) depends on the cooling rate. A fast cooling like quench can give a 10
0
C higher Tg 
than slow cooling. The glass transition is a kinetic transition associated with mobility 
reduction of the polymers. The physical properties that changes with temperature are 
hardness, heat capacity, refractive index, specific volume etc. Below the glass transition 
temperature, the rate of change of specific volume or enthalpy is much slower than above 
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Tg. So, the value reached at a particular temperature below Tg, will be much less than 
what it should have been if the glassy form does not appears. But, if the sample is held at 
that temperature then at long time when equilibrium is reached the specific volume or 
enthalpy value is regained by physical aging or isothermal volume recovery. There are 
different degrees of motion associated with the chain or segmental relaxation and they are 
freezed at different temperature. Tg depends on molecular mobility. It is controlled by 
chain flexibility, stereochemistry, molar mass and extent of branching and crosslinking. 
The Tg is reduced by adding low molar mass liquids. A polymer solution has a Tg way 
below the Tg of the polymer. 
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5. MODELING POLYMER IN SOLUTION AND MORPHOLOGY 
CONTROL  
 
 The morphological structure of surface and interphase at the micro/nano scale 
governs the property of materials. Molecular modeling and image based characterization 
of polymer morphology have been done for some time for understanding the properties of 
polymers like conducting polymers, membranes, biocompatible protein polymers, 
diblock copolymers, nanocomposites etc.. In the present research the system comprises a 
polymeric solution. A lattice based mesoscale molecular simulation is done to understand 
the underlying structure, know the variables on which morphological properties are 
depended and find the dynamics of the system. For this purpose it is essential to 
understand the physical feature of the polymer solution system and mechanical process 
through which it undergoes. The simulation replicates the system used for experiment in 
order to compare the characteristic parameters in both the process. These help us in 
understanding and de-correlating parameters and find their effect in different morphology 
characterizing features.  
5.1 Monte Carlo and Kinetic Monte Carlo 
5.1.1 Monte Carlo (MC) Simulation  
 The Monte Carlo (MC) method could be simple sampling or important sampling. 
Simple sampling Monte Carlo method consists of finding large number of random points. 
In this process, any attempt to generate a sample is made by abandoning most of the trial 
runs before. The simple sampling MC method also called static MC. They are mainly 
used for relatively simple numerical integration. In case of important sampling Monte 
Carlo, there is a dynamic correlation between subsequently generated observations. The 
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dynamic Metropolis Monte Carlo is an important sampling MC method [Landau & 
Binder, 2000]. It was developed by Metropolis et al. [Metropolis et al., 1953]. In this 
method, samples are taken from a Markov chain of states where each trial state is 
generated from the previous state of the system. This gives incremental changes to the 
system. Dynamic Monte Carlo method allows a moves if any configuration of the system 
can, in principle, be reached after a finite number of moves. Also, the frequency of 
forward and reverse exchange between a pair of states should be identical [Christofides et 
al., 2009].  
• Markov Chain and Master Equations 
 A stochastic process at discrete time ,.....,, 321 ttt with finite set of possible states 
,.....,, 321 SSS can be denoted by tX ; the state the system is in at time t . The conditional 
probability that at a time nt  the system state ntX is at state niS i.e. nn it SX = provided at 
the proceeding time 1−nt , the system state 1−ntX  is at state 1−niS and so on is given by 







             5.1 





SXSXP ), then it is called a Markov process. The 
corresponding sequence of states { }tX  is called Markov chain. The conditional 
probability in that case can be represented by a transition probability. The transition 
probability for an event to move from state i to j in an infinitesimal time interval 









                        5.2 
The transition probability should be greater than zero and the sum of all the transition 
probabilities from a state i to all the possible states j should be one.  
 If the total probability that at time nt , the system is in state jS is given by 
)( jt SXP n = which can be written as ),( tSP j , then the equation for ),( dttSP j + is 
[Christofides et al., 2009] 
∑+=+
i
iijjj PtSPPtSPdttSP 10 ),(),(),(           5.3 
jP0 is the probability that no event occur in time interval (t, t+dt) given that the polymer 
system structure is in state j at time t and iP1 is the probability that one event occur in time 
interval (t, t+dt) given that the system structure is in state i at time t and the occurrence of 
this event results in a transition from state i to state j. By these definitions we can write 
∑−=
i
jij dtWP 10             5.4 
dtW ji is the probability that any one event occur in time interval ),[ dttt +  which results 
in transition from state j to i. Thus ∑i ji dtW is the probability that any one event occur in 
the time interval ),[ dttt +  provided that the system is at state j at time t. Hence the 
difference gives the probability where no events occur to take the system away from state 
j in the time interval ),[ dttt + . 
dtWP iji =1               5.5 
where dtWij . is as defined above as the probability that an event occur in time interval 
),[ dttt + which causes the transition from state i to state j. 
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By substituting equation 5.4 and 5.5 in 5.3 and taking the limit of 0→dt we get the 
differential equation that describes the time evolution of the probability that the system is 












          5.6 
 This is the master equation for a stochastic process. The number of possible states 
in a realistic system is very large. This makes a numerical solution of this ordinary 
differential equation impossible. The master equation gives the essence of Markov 
process i.e. knowledge of the state at time t determines future time evolution of the 
system and knowledge of the behavior of the system in the past, at time earlier than t, is 
not needed. The important sampling Monte Carlo process like the Metropolis algorithm 
can be interpreted as Markov process.  
5.1.2 Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) Simulation  
 The KMC is a stochastic algorithm that will propagate the system from state to 
state. At a given time the system will be in a state from which there will be a set of 
pathways to move to the other states with different rate constants. For each of these 
pathways there is a probability distribution of the first escape time. The actual escape 
takes place along the pathway which has the lowest time value. In the algorithm we add 
the rate of each path and then choose one randomly. This procedure gives a probability of 
choosing a particular pathway that is proportional to the rate constant for that pathway. 
For the time advance, we draw a random time from the exponential distribution of the 
total rate constant. The time advance has nothing to do on which event chosen but the 
total escape rate [Voter, 2007]. The simulation time for each relaxation step of kMC is 
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huge when compares to Monte Carlo. This is because after each move, we need to 
recalculate the rate as the system configuration changed. The algorithm will be as 
follows: 
 The rate of each process in the system ir  is to be determined. An array of 
elements )(is is created where each element represents the sum of all the elements up to 





)(                                          5.7 
The total rate ( totr ) of all surface process is calculated by summing the rates for all 
elementary reactions (∑
i
ir ). A random number is drawn to determine the event that will 
occur in next time step. The random number (RN) distributed between (0, 1) multiplied 
by the totr  steps through the array )(is . The first element for which  totrRNis *)( >  gives 




=τ                              5.8 
 This forward time step and the probability of the event that will occur in the next 
timestep are derived based on the same assumption as used in the derivation of Master 
Equation. The kinetic Monte Carlo simulation is thus consistent with the Master 
Equation. The sequence of kinetic Monte Carlo events can be constructed based on a 
probability density function ),( eF τ . The corresponding probability ττ deF ),( is defined 
as the probability at time t that the event e will occur in the time interval ),( dttt +++ ττ . 
From the fact that any two variable probability density function can be expressed as the 
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product of two one-variable probability density function [Christofides et al., 2009], the 
probability can be written as  
ePPdeF τττ 0),( =            5.9 
τ0P is the probability that no event occur in time interval [t, t+τ ) and eP is the probability 
that event e occur in time interval (t+τ , t+τ + τd ). By these definitions we can write 
τdWP ee =           5.10 
If we divide the time interval ),( τ+tt in N equal intervals Nτδτ =  and when 
∞→N then we can assume that only one event occur at that interval. If the probability of 
event e in time δτ  is δτeW , then the probability of any one event in time δτ  is ∑
e
eW δτ  
and the probability of no event occur in δτ  is 
∑−=
e
eWP δτδτ 10          5.11 













































δτδττ exp1lim1limlim 00      5.12 
With ∑=
e
etot WW , the probability density function is 
)exp(),( ττ tote WWeF −=           5.13 






)exp()exp(),()(1 −=−== ∑∑       5.14 
Gillespie [Gillespie, 1976] defined the probability distribution function )(τP as 
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∫ ∫∞− ∞− −==
τ τ
τττττ dWWdFP tottot )exp()()( 1         5.15 
where 0)( =−∞P and 1)( =+∞P . Based on this )exp(1)( ττ totWP −−= . Taking rP =)(τ , a 
random variable in the interval (0, 1) and inverting and replacing 1-r as an equivalent 
random variable r we get 
totW
r)ln(−
=τ           5.16 
Thus, the time of each event,τ  in kinetic Monte Carlo simulation follows the probability 
density function )(1 τF  which is consistent with the master equation.  
5.2 Polymer Solution Modeling  
 A polymer chain is usually a linear chain or a branched chain or a crossed linked 
polymer. A linear polymer chain in a solution is usually modeled in a coarse grained 
manner where the monomer unit of the polymer is taken as a segment and a mean field 
interaction between them is used than a more atomistic model. Three type of models are 
generally used, a bead-stick, a bead-spring and a pearl necklace model. In bead-stick 
model, the chain consists of bead and sticks that connects two adjacent beads. The angle 
between two adjacent sticks can be restricted or it can be free. The former will give a 
freely rotating chain and the later will give a freely jointed chain. In both case the 
dihedral angle (torsional angle of a stick relative to the second next stick) is set free. In 
some cases the dihedral angles can be restricted too. Each bead represents the center of a 
monomer unit and the sticks represent connectivity between the beads. In bead-spring 
model the chains represented by beads connected by springs. In pearl-necklace model the 
beads or pearls are connected with two adjacent beads. This is like a bead-stick model 
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with the stick length equal to the bead diameter. The bond and dihedral angle can be 
restricted or it can be free.  
 The simulation space can be continuous or discrete. In a continuous space model 
the bead centers can be anywhere in the space as far as they satisfy the model restrictions. 
In a discrete space model the space is divided into lattice. The monomer sits on the grids 
and the bonds connect them. The lattice could be square or triangular and they can be in 
two or three dimension. The lattice coordinate z represents the number of nearest points 
for a lattice point. In a real polymer chain, two monomers cannot occupy the same space. 
This is called the excluded volume. Thus the chain can be modeled by a self avoiding 
random walk in the lattice space.   
 The simulation is done to see the interaction of the base polymers with solvents. 
A coarse grain mesoscale simulation is found to be most appropriate for problems where 
surface features from nanometer to micron scale are of importance. Once the polymers 
are distributed in the matrix it forms a network of structure that has equal distribution 
everywhere forming a homogeneous structure. At equilibrium, the structure of the 
polymers within the solution will depend upon the difference in solubility of the polymer 
and solvent molecules. A 3-D mesoscale lattice based simulation is generally performed 
to see the structure at equilibrium. The simulations performed in this study followed the 
methods and models proposed by Larson et al. [Larson et al., 1985], which was later used 
by Siperstein and Gubbins [Siperstein and Gubbins, 2003] to study systems of surfactant-
inorganic oxide-solvent systems.  
 In lattice based model, molecules occupy discrete positions inside the lattice, and 
a molecule can occupy a single lattice site or several contiguous lattice sites as in case of 
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a polymer chain. The solvent molecules and polymers will move under the effect of 
effective interaction parameter until they reach equilibrium at the given thermodynamic 
condition. Each molecule (solvent molecule or monomer unit of polymer) can attract or 
repel a neighboring molecule depending on the interaction energy between them. Two 
neighboring molecules will have interaction energy ijε  between them (i and j represent 
chemical species). The two neighboring molecules can be same (i=j) or of different type 
( ji ≠ ). A 3-D cubic lattice is used and the coordination number z is taken as 26. Each 
molecule has 26 lattice points in the nearest neighbor. So a molecule can have a 
maximum of 26 molecules in the nearest neighbor. This is the maximum coordination 
number. The intermolecular potential can be either continuous as in Lennard-Jones 
potential or discontinuous as in Square well potential. The intermolecular potential is 
related to the solubility parameter of the different chemical species [Peiffer, 1980]. The 
potential interaction extends to the nearest neighbor molecule or beyond. In the present 
simulation a square well potential is used. In a square well potential the potential 
interaction extends to the nearest neighbor. A lattice system containing different type of 
molecules will have different interaction potentials between different molecules. Two 
different types of molecules, i and j, with different interaction energies will have an 




jjiiijijw εεε +−=         5.17  
 If there are n different components in a system, the number of different 
independent interaction parameters will be 2/)1( −× nn . The effective interaction 
parameter ijw  can be related to the solubility parameters of the different chemical 
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species. The effective interaction parameter is related to the effective interchange energy 







=           5.18  
The effective interchange energy ijω  is again related to the Flory-Huggins interaction 
parameter ijχ  by:  
TkBijij χω =           5.19 
where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature. For a polymer 
solution, the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter can be related to the solubility 






2          5.20 
where Aυ  is the molar volume of the solvent and BA δδ , are the solubility parameters of 
the solvent and polymer molecules, respectively. Using eqs. 5.18-5.20, for a polymer B in 








         5.21 
When the solubility parameter of different chemical species is similar, their effective 
interaction parameter ijw  is close to zero; ijw  increases with increasing difference in the 
solubility parameters. When the solubility parameters are close, the change in energy 
with the change in configuration of the system is negligible. It forms a highly soluble 
solution. When the solubility parameters are different the interaction parameter is high. It 
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gives a highly repulsive interaction between chain segments and nearest neighbor 
solvents. This gives the driving force for phase separation in the solution. The energy of 
the system increases or decreases depending on the difference in number of contacts 
between the species increases or decreases respectively. At equilibrium the components 
of the solution tries to phase out. 
 Different ensemble of molecules in the lattice structure has different energy 
associated with it. They depend on the number of different pair molecules ( ijN ) in them. 
A difference in number of different pair molecules in two different ensembles of the 
lattice structure and their solubility parameter is used to find the difference in energy of 
two ensembles. In a MC simulation, we move the molecules in different position in the 
lattice and calculate the difference in energy in the two ensembles. oldnew EEE −=∆ . The 
difference in energy is calculated using the interaction parameter ijw . The total energy of 






           5.22 
where ijN represents the number of contacts between species of types i and j. When the 
system configuration changes, as a result of changes in the positions of the molecules, the 
number of contacts between the species ( ijN ) also changes. The corresponding change in 















εε        5.23 
Thus we can see that the change in energy between two different configurations of the 
system is related to the effective interaction parameters between different components. 
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 In Metropolis method, the energy difference between the two 
states, oldnew EEE −=∆ , is used to calculate a transition probability and the new 
configuration are generated from the previous state using this probability [ Allen & 
















Pacc          5.24 
In a stochastic system, the sequence of states produced by metropolis algorithm follows a 
time ordered path called Monte Carlo time [Landau & Binder, 2000]. If the old and the 
new state (here represent by m and n respectively) is in equilibrium, then, from the master 
equation (Equation 5.6), we get an expression called “detailed balance” 
),(),( tSPWtSPW mmnnnm =            5.25 
The probability of the n
th




Bn−=),(             5.26 
where Z is the partition function. In a Markov chain of state, where the new state (n) is 
directly generated from the preceding state (m), the relative probability is the ration of 
individual probabilities. As a result, the energy difference between the two states is only 
required for finding the probability of acceptance. Thus, the metropolis algorithm 
(Equation 5.24), which calculates the transition probability based on the difference in 
energy, follows the Markov chain. 
 The transition rate from the old to the new state, mnW  is given by 
])(exp[1 TkEEW Bmnmn −−=
−τ         5.27 
where τ  is the reorientation time of a statistical segment of the system [Termonia, 1997].  
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 Different types of movements on the polymer and solvents are employed to 
change the positions of the molecules during the simulations. The solvent molecules can 
exchange its position with another solvent by a move known as switch. The polymer 
chain can have different type of moves. A polymer chain is chosen randomly and three 
different moves are employed. They are reptation, twist and configurational bias. In 
reptation, each segment of a polymer chain (molecular unit) is moved through one lattice 
unit. In a twist, a single polymer segment is moved to a neighboring lattice unit, with the 
rest of the chain held in fixed positions. The bond length is kept fixed but the bond angle 
can change during the movement making it a freely jointed chain. It takes in to account 
the fluctuation of the bonds. These movements are allowed to account for the micro 
relaxation modes of the chain segments. Based on these movements the mutual diffusion 
of monomers and polymer-monomer are included. In configurational bias, the whole 
polymer chain is moved to a different part of the lattice system. Here the new lattice 
position of each monomer units of the polymer chain are chosen one by one by a 
probability factor calculated using Rosenbluth weighting factor iw . The steps are as 
follows; the first monomer unit of the polymer chain is placed in a random lattice 
position which is occupied by a solvent molecule. The solvent molecule is placed in the 
lattice position vacated by the monomer. The Rosenbluth weighting factor of the first 
monomer unit in the new position ( )(1 neww ) is calculated using the energy in the new 












exp)( 11         5.28 
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The second monomer unit is placed at a lattice position adjacent to the first unit based on 












=           5.29 
where )(2 neww is the Rosenbluth weighting factor of the second monomer unit in the new 


















exp)(                                 5.30 
The process is repeated for all the monomer units. The new location of the polymer is 













Pacc         5.31 
where W (new) and W (old) are the Rosenbluth factor of the new and old configuration 








(*)(*)                     5.32 
where * is either new or old for new or old Rosenbluth factor respectively. 
 In all the above cases the configurational change of the polymer should abide by 
the model adopted for it. For example in case of a freely rotating chain bead-stick model 
care is taken to restrict the angle between the sticks while making a twist move. Hansen 
solubility parameter of polymers and solvents are used for the estimation of interaction 
parameter ijw  [Hansen, 2000]. The simulation is to be carried for several hundred million 
iterations to see the phase behavior of the polymer in this system.     
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5.2.1 Non-Equilibrium and Dynamics of System 
 The phase behavior of polymer in solution is important in industry for the 
production and processing of plastic materials [Virnau, 2004]. It is also important for 
fabricating inhomogeneous composite materials [Zhu et al., 1999]. Understanding the 
equilibrium phase behavior of the system is important and the kinetics of phase 
separation is important. In our simulation we have a semi concentrated to concentrated 
polymer solution. We have tried to find the phase separation kinetics along with static 
equilibrium properties of the system. Phase separation with spinodal decomposition is 
observed. In polymer science and condensed state physics different theoretical models are 
used to describe the phase separation kinetics. The early stage of spinodal decomposition 
can be described by Cahn-Hilliard linearized theory [Cahn & Hilliard, 1958; Cahn, 
1965]. The late stage of spinodal decomposition is described by Furukawa scaling law. 
From the experimental evidence it is found that some power laws can describe the time 
evaluation of scattering functions (describe the phase separation morphology). Several 
mechanisms of domain coarsening are proposed [Hashimoto et al., 1986; Furukawa, 
1986]. In our project we have used a mesoscale molecular simulation to describe the 
phase separation kinetics along with static properties. This molecular model has 
advantages over theoretical models as found by Xu et al who observed the shift of the 
scattering peaks in the early stage of phase separation which cannot be described by 
classical Cahn-Hilliard linearized theory well [Xu et al., 1998]. In fact, the classical 
theory does not reflect any characteristics of the chain connectivity in polymers. During 
phase separation, the chains of the polymers are adjusted which influences the phase 
separation kinetics. Furthermore, the difference in molecular weights and the solvents 
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and polymers makes a difference in viscoelastic parameters in the solution. It is also very 
difficult to obtain the phase separation kinetics experimentally because of the length and 
time scale involved in the process. Thus, in absence of proper theory and experimental 
knowledge, a computer simulation or computer experiment using a molecular modeling is 
adopted to find the phase separation kinetics. This process not only helps to obtain the 
phase separation kinetics but also gives the polymer chain configurations. The kinetics of 
phase separation is determined by free energy barrier the system encounters on its path 
towards equilibrium. Thus, a realistic dynamics like the Molecular Dynamics (MD) can 
well represent the relaxation path. In our research, we avoided the Molecular Dynamics 
simulations to study the chain configurations as to simulate a multiple chain big system 
as used in this research, the simulation time will be enormous. We have only allowed 
local MC displacements (reptation, twist and switch) which will yield kinetics 
comparable to that obtained in MD [Virnau et al., 2004].           
 In the present research a computational framework is proposed to describe the 
development of polymer morphology in solution. An attempt to do the same with an 
analytical or theoretical process is avoided since the process involving multicomponent 
materials and the morphology that we may see in all practical purpose may be that of an 
intermediate morphology of microphase separation in the form of spinodal decomposition 
and the final equilibrium morphology with two separated phases may not reach at any 
time. It is thus important to find the dynamics of the system. In classical statistical 
mechanics of many body systems, the dynamical property is controlled by Newton’s 
equations of motion. The probability of a point in phase space develops according to 
Liouville’s equation. This gives a deterministic trajectory through the phase space. In 
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case of a Markov process, we obtain the probabilistic trajectory generated by stochastic 
process. This may not give a full atomistic description of the system but provides a coarse 
grained picture where a subset of the degrees of freedom matters. The Markovian master 
equation simulated by important sampling Monte Carlo methods can simulate the 
important hopping events of the polymers and solvents. Thus, important sampling MC 
can give the dynamical behavior of the system. According to the kinetics interpretation of 
Metropolis important sampling by Binder [Landau & Binder, 2000], the dynamic Monte 
Carlo simulation can represent the kinetics of the system as the number of Monte Carlo 
steps is proportional to the physical time. The dynamical behavior affects the results that 
we get in statics. Also, the long timescale associated with metastability of the system is 
an important feature to be observed. Hence, insight into the dynamical property of 
simulation is very important.  
5.2.2 Simulation Algorithm 
 The model describes the transport of interacting polymeric system by diffusion. 
Our model is lattice based where the site is occupied by solvents or a polymer or some 
other compounds. Equal molar volumes are assumed for all the components. A kinetic 
Monte Carlo (kMC) or important sapling Monte Carlo (MC) process of particle exchange 
on nearest neighbor site is used to define the process of diffusion on the lattice. The 
probability for a particle exchange between two neighboring lattice sites is found by the 
change in local energy associated with the move weighted by the Boltzmann exponent. 
The local energy change is found from the interaction potential associated with each pair 
interaction. As discussed before the solubility parameter can be used to calculate the 
interaction parameter. 
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 In our research a three dimensional cubic grid lattice is chosen. The three 
dimensional cubic lattice has a coordination number z=26. The size of the box for 
computation is increased till the surface property of interest is found to be invariant with 
the system size. For the MC model we have used a 130 X 130 X 130 sites. For the kMC 
model a model reduction is done to increase the speed of simulation and used a 90 X 90 X 
90 sites. The surface is modeled with periodic boundary condition (PBC). Each lattice 
point will either contain a monomer unit of polymer or a solvent. The lattice is filled with 
monomer units of polymer and solvents according to their volume percent in the system. 
We start by assuming the state of the polymer solution at very high temperature where 
the polymer chains are evenly distributed forming a single phase with the solution. 
Assuming a low polydispersity of the polymer a single length of the polymer is chosen 
for simulation. The polymer is laid out randomly in a zigzag pattern. The first unit of the 
polymer is placed according to a zigzag pattern. Then a simple sampling Monte Carlo 
method is used to place all other units. A lattice point is chosen randomly from 26 
available points around the first one which is not occupied by another unit of the polymer 
and placed the second unit and so on till the whole length of the polymer is placed. The 
chains are self-avoiding; they do not crisscross each other [Sokal, 1996]. Once the 
polymer is placed, we need to select the position of the solvents randomly. They filled the 
system according to their volume percent used in the experiment. For example, in a 
simulation box of 130130130 ××  and a typical simulation system with 20% polymer, 
80% of solvent, for a polymer chain of 20 repeat units each, we have about 21970 
polymer chains and 1757600 beads of solvent. After the polymers are put into the lattice 
structure they are allowed to move. A periodic boundary condition (PBC) is applied to 
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the movement of the polymers, solvents so that the system represents a portion of the 
bulk. The PBC alleviates the finite size effect of the simulation system. The movement is 
carried on for several hundred million iterations. Only switch movement of solvents and 
reptation and twist movement of polymer are allowed and configurational bias is avoided 
to allow only local MC displacements. This should yield kinetics comparable to that 
obtained in molecular dynamics (MD) [Virnau et al. 2004]. It should also show the 
metastable states of the system. In the present simulation study we have used square-well 
potentials to model the interactions between chemical species placed at nearest-neighbor 
lattice sites. All simulations were performed in the canonical (constant NVT) ensemble. 
The system is then brought to operating temperature. Two different models, Monte Carlo 
(MC) and kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) are used to simulate the system.  
 In Monte Carlo and dynamic Monte Carlo model, the Metropolis important 
sampling Monte Carlo is applied to determine the acceptance or rejection of the moves. 
For the MC model, we tried to see the behavior of the system at equilibrium as well as 
the dynamics of the system. For the equilibrium behavior, in order to identify the number 
of iterations when equilibrium is reached, the energy of the system with Monte Carlo 
steps is monitored till the energy varies no longer with Monte Carlo steps. All the 
statistical parameters for characterization are calculated at the equilibrium position of the 
system. In dynamic Monte Carlo model and kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) model we tried 
to see the behavior of the system in the initial quench state, and beyond. In dynamic MC 
and kMC, the periodic boundary condition is used in x and y direction only to represent a 
system with interface at the top and bottom.  
 In KMC, the rate of diffusion of polymer and solvents are calculated using 
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Equation 4.11 and 4.12. from all the different incidents in a given timestep, one with 
relatively higher rate is chosen randomly. We get the time from Equation 5.8. From 
dynamic Monte Carlo, we get the Monte Carlo time in the form of Monte Carlo step/site 
(MCS/site). This corresponds to the consideration of movement of every site on the 
lattice structure in the system once on average. In our simulation, in dynamic MC, we 
choose a site randomly and apply the Metropolis algorithm for the exchange of the site 
with a neighboring site among all the 26 (coordinate number) sites. This technique 
samples by means of Markov process and yields a sequence of highly correlated states. 
Thus the time average in this process is analogous to that obtained from Molecular 
Dynamics. If the system has N sites, one MCS/site will correspond to N randomly chosen 
sites. In this process some sites will be chosen more than once and some are not at all. In 
general the time variable t  is defined by [Binder, 1986] Nt s ντ= . Here ν is the step 
number, N is the number of sites and sτ is the arbitrary scale factor typical for a system. 
When the time is measured as MCS/site then sτ is unity. Thus after every step the overall 
time is incremented by Nsτ . In case of mutual diffusion of polymers with solvents or 
solvents with solvents, N denotes the total number of pairs on the lattice or the possible 
number of moves on the lattice. Termonia has used the time scale max1 rs =τ , where 
maxr the highest rate among is all possible moves in the lattice [Termonia, 1997; 1994; 
1995].  
 In our research, because of the complexity of the system, we have used the kMC 
model to obtain the scale factor sτ . If we assume that kMC model gives the real time 
variable, then the time from kMC can be used to obtain the scale factor sτ  ( ντ Nts = ). 
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It is then used in dynamic MC to obtain the dynamics of the system for a long time. This 
has helped to overcome the simulation time of kMC model. 
5.3 Morphology Formation and Control in Nanoscale: The Importance of It 
 In our research, we are trying to find the morphological features formed by self 
assembly of molecules and phase separation. The morphology control in the nanoscale is 
essential for enhanced performance in various applications where surface morphology 
controls the performance of the device. Different morphology gives different properties 
of interest. Beside the functional properties of the compound, the organization of various 
structures in nano scale determines the performance. The organization of the structures 
can be controlled mainly by controlling processing conditions or optimizing process 
variables.  
 The high resolution microscopy is the main investigation tool for the morphology 
characterization. In solar cell the photoactive layer is around 100 nm in thickness. 
Microscopy technique like TEM, SEM, and SPM are used for characterization. TEM 
gives morphological information on the lateral organization of the thin film by projection 
through the whole film. SPM or SEM gives the topography or phase demixing at the 
surface of the thin film. The photoactive layer is mainly deposited from a solvent. 
Thermodynamic aspects like the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter between the 
constituents, ratio between the two active constituents and the solubility of the 
constituents which is determined by the interaction parameter between the solvent and the 
constituents determines the morphology formation. Other things like solvent evaporation 
rate which can be controlled by the method of solution casting, crystallization behavior of 
the constituents and post treatment like annealing also affects the morphology behavior. 
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It is shown that the polymer molecular structural property (that determines the interaction 
parameter), molecular weights of the polymer, method of blend preparation also affects 
the morphology.  In case of thin film (<100nm), the substrate surface free energy also 
affects the morphology. 
 Most of the plastics produced today are blends of two or more polymers. Blending 
gives a property that may not be available to a single polymer. If the polymers are 
miscible they produce an average property of the components. Immiscible polymers give 
property more than each of the components. In case of formation of polymer blends by 
melt compounding, the morphology of the blends in the nanometer scale governs the 
property of the final blend. Different morphology gives different properties. The 
morphologies range from dispersed drops to fibers to lamella to continuous structures.  
Drops gives toughness, lamella forms barrier, fibers gives strength and thermal expansion 
while continuous structures gives high flow electrical conductivity, toughness and 
stiffness (a property used in solar panel). The separation occurs from nano to microscale 
or may be larger. The morphologies are not thermodynamically stable. Stabilizing these 
morphologies is essential in retaining the property of the blend. To prevent coalescence 
of the minority phase, block copolymers are added of formed by interfacial reactions. The 
requirement is an optimized and stable phase separation [Macosko, 2000]. 
  For block copolymers, nanoscale morphological structures are formed using 
solvents. For a diblock copolymer where one of the block components is soluble in a 
particular solvent and the other is not, aggregates of nanostructures are formed when both 
are in a common solvent and the selective solvent (which dissolves one of them) is added 
to it. It forms a core shell structure where the core consists of the insoluble polymer block 
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and the shell by the soluble one. These aggregates are called crew-cut and can be 
obtained in different ionizable or nonionic block copolymers [Yu & Eisenberg, 1997]. 
Various types of morphologies are formed. The morphologies are formed by the force 
balance of three different factors like stretching of the core, repulsive interaction among 
the corona and surface tension interface. By controlling this force with addition of 
different compounds different morphologies can be formed from the same diblock 
copolymers. The morphology is also a function of initial percentage of polymers in the 
solution. Using different solvents with different affinity towards the core, the solvent 
content in the core is modified. This induces changes in the core dimension and which 
changes the morphology of the aggregates. 
 Solvent induced phase separation and morphology formation is a very important 
aspect. Knowledge of effect of solvents helps in solvent induced morphology control. For 
a given compound, the solubility of the components in the solvent influences the 
morphology of the compound. When the components are highly soluble in the solvent, 
nanoscale phase segregation occurs. When the components are less soluble, large-scale 
phase segregation occurs. In all case, nanocrystals of polymers may form in the solvent. 
Evaporation rate also induces phase separation and morphology formation [Buschbaum et 
al., 2001]. The rate of evaporation of a given solvent is different in different processes. 
For example spincoating has higher evaporation rate than dropcasting. When the rate of 
evaporation is low for a solvent in which the solubility is high it may form large-scale 
phase segregation as found in solvents with relatively low solubility but higher 
evaporation rate. High compound concentration also induces large scale phase 
segregation and at a given temperature we can find phase segregation only above a 
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certain value of compound ratio. Below that ratio it mainly forms a homogeneous 
solution as it can be found from the phase diagram [Yang et al., 2004]. 
 Another important aspect in morphology control is annealing. The surface of the 
polymer film is determined by the molecular weight of the polymers. Since larger 
polymer chain with large number average molecular weight have a reduced entropy (due 
to less number of conformation) at the surface, the surface is mainly covered by low 
polymer chains with small number average molecular weight [Li et al., 2003]. The 
surface that is formed by spincoat is not in thermodynamic equilibrium. When annealing 
is done, the components coarse out forming large scale phase separation and reduce the 
interfacial tension. This process of annealing gives a thermal stability to the structure. 
 Another example of nano control is the dispersion of inorganic nanoparticles in 
organic polymer matrix for the formation of nanocomposites. In polymer nanocomposites 
effective dispersion of the nanoparticles in the polymer matrix is required either for 
optical clarity (as in light emitting diodes) or high interfacial area (as in nanocomposites 
solar cell). The interaction of the inorganic nanoparticles with the polymer is controlled 
by organic ligands absorbed in the surface of inorganic nanoparticles. The ligands must 
be soluble to the solvent used for the polymer. This makes the nanoparticles soluble in 
the polymer solvent mixture. By controlling the solvent and the ligands the dispersion of 
the nanoparticles in the polymer matrix are controlled [Huynh et al., 2003]. Recently 
progress has been made on the precise control of spatial temperature and concentration 
profiles in distributed process systems for which continuum laws are applicable and of 
material microstructure in advanced materials processing applications for which atomistic 
models are used [Christofides et al., 2009]. 
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 Fundamental mathematical modeling techniques like kinetic Monte Carlo 
methods and dynamic Monte Carlo methods have been developed to describe the 
microscopic features of surfaces formed by surfaces micro processes. We will use the 
dynamic MC simulation method. The dynamic MC method can be used for predicting 
average properties of the surface like surface roughness, line edge roughness and so on. 
The dynamic MC model provides realization of a stochastic process that is consistent 
with the master equation that describes the evaluation of the probability distribution of 
the system from a certain micro configuration. In determining the surface properties like 
surface morphology, deterministic models are not sufficient because the effect of the 
stochastic nature of the microscopic process are significant in these cases and needs to be 
addressed in model construction.  
5.3.1 Control in Present Research 
  Nanotechnology deals with controlling the structure at the atomic or molecular 
scale and integrating this structure with the properties of the device at macroscopic scale. 
As discussed earlier, controlling the material structure is very importance for obtaining 
desired material performance and functions in materials processing. Material structures 
are determined by self assembly of the molecules. The phenomenon occurs at small time 
and length scale. To control these phenomena, the current feedback design schemes 
where controlled variables are measured by ‘externally equipped sensors’ and fed back to 
an ‘externally designed controller’, are not effective because of the shortness of time and 
smallness of spatial length scales of the objects.  
 Morphology control in the polymeric structure is not favorable but it is inevitable. 
The best way to create good surface is to create a one without roughness. When mixing 
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the polymer and solvent, phase separation of the polymers to form aggregates and rough 
surface occurs almost simultaneously. Whether there is spinodal or binodal 
decomposition depends upon the temperature and volume percent of polymer and 
solvents. The rate of relative movement of the polymer and solvent determines the rate of 
phase separation. The rate of relative movement depends on their relative diffusivity and 
the difference in interaction energy. The relative interaction energy depends on the 
difference in solubility parameter of the polymer and solvent. Thus, phase separation rate 
of the polymer will depend on the solubility parameter of the polymer and solvent and 
their relative diffusivity. At operating condition the diffusivity is very high. Our interest 
is in roughness at the nanoscale. The system will undergo spinodal decomposition 
spontaneously and reach the rough aggregates in that scale in few microseconds. 
 The effect of various factors like the amount of solvent, molecular weight of the 
polymer and temperature on morphology can be found. In order to reduce the roughness 
we need to find appropriate solvents with solubility parameter close to that of the 
polymer and thus act as a theta solvent or a good solvent or we need to operate at a 
temperature where the mixing between polymer and solvents is enhanced. During the 
process steps like spincoating the polymer has to be deposited on the substrate. The 
introduction of theta solvent can reduce roughness but prevent the deposition of polymers 
in the substrate [Moreau, 1988]. In case of a UCST system, as in the present case, an 
increase in process temperature will reduce the amount of phase separation and thus 
reduce the roughness.  
 Since the process of polymer solution forms polymer aggregates in microseconds, 
the only way to control the formation of aggregates by phase separation and reducing the 
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roughness is to choose proper solvent based on the open loop response to the induction of 
different solvents. The effect of temperature in modulating the roughness can also be 
used. In both case, an open loop control system has to be applied. At present optimization 
in lithographic process is done by empirical manner. In our research we have tried to 
develop a computational framework for the selection of solvent and nonsolvents in the 
process in terms of solubility parameter. An analytical or theoretical attempt is difficult to 
describe the development of polymer structure since the process involves 
multicomponent materials and may not reach the two phase equilibrium at any time due 
to metastability.    
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6. APPLICATION: LINE-EDGE ROUGHNESS (LER) AND 
SURFACE ROUGHNESS (SR) ANALYSIS IN 
MICROFABRICATION* 
 
 In the fabrication of microelectronic and microelectromechanical (MEMS) 
devices geometric patterns are transferred onto the substrate by the process of 
lithography. The photoresist polymer used in this process causes problem in the accuracy 
of the transferring patterns. The photoresist polymer affects the surface morphology 
causing line-edge roughness (LER) and surface roughness (SR) in the transferred 
patterns. The performance of the device is critically influenced by LER and SR of the 
surface. Thus, characterization and finding the cause of this roughness of the photoresists 
is essential. Characterization of LER and SR is often performed by analyzing its image, 
typically taken using a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), or a Scanning Probe 
Microscope like an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) using metrics such as Sigma, 
correlation length, and fractal dimension (FD). This chapter discusses the implementation 
and application of an SEM image based multiresolution characterization of LER and a 
mesoscale modeling of resist polymer to find the root cause of LER and SR. Different 
features affecting the resist morphology is analyzed. 
 The process of lithography includes the formation of pattern on the substrate with 
a photoresist polymer on the substrate followed by etching part of the substrate which is 
not covered by the photoresist. The steps in the process includes; the spinning of the 
photoresist on the entire substrate by a high-speed spinner (spin-coating), prebaking, 
exposure of the photoresist in the selected part according to the pattern to be transferred, 
post exposure baking, placing in a developer where the unexposed region of the  
* Part of this chapter is reproduced with permission from Elsevier and ACS 
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photoresist dissolves (for negative tone photoresist) or exposed region of the photoresist 
dissolves (for positive tone photoresist) and the pattern is created on the resist polymer 
[Moreau, 1988]. Surfaces and edges form on the resist after the development process. The 
process of lithography is followed by etching of the substrate where it is not protected by 
the photoresist. This transfers the pattern in the resist polymer to the substrate. Figure 6.1 
shows the process steps schematically. 
 
 
Figure 6.1 Schematic diagram of microfabrication steps (Mukherjee et al., 2010) 
 After the development, line edge and surface appears on the resist. The roughness 
of the photoresist polymer on its edges causes the LER and the unevenness of the 
photoresist polymer surface causes the SR on the substrate. The roughness of the 
photoresists is transferred to the substrate on etching. There are various factors that affect 
the roughness of the photoresists such as the polymer size, the polymer configuration, the 
exposure tool, thermal processing step and the selectivity of the developer used [Patsis & 
Glezos, 1999]. A negative-tone resist consists of shorter polymer chains and monomer 
units. Long-chain polymers are formed in the exposed part of the resist. A photoacid 
generator (PAG) acts as an initiator in the formation of cross-links and the growth of 
polymers. The rates of dissolution of the long-chain polymers are much slower than those 
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of the shorter units. During development of the resist, the unexposed part dissolves. The 
line edges are thus formed on the exposed part. The dose of exposure has a significant 
effect on the roughness of the edge [Constantoudis et al., 2002]. Positive resist, on the 
other hand, consists of polymers that break upon exposure. As a result, the exposed part 
is washed by the developer, and the line edges are formed on the unexposed part of the 
resist. The dose of exposure might not have a significant effect on the roughness of the 
edge in this case [Constantoudis et al., 2002; Reynolds and Taylor, 1999]. 
  In the present study, the lithography was done with a positive photoresist, and an 
SEM image of the surface was used for analysis. Experimental images (Figure 6.2) are 
obtained and LER detection and characterization based on those images of the surface are 
performed using wavelet analysis. Since the SEM image gives an estimation of intensity 
at different pixels, we cannot use it to characterize the surface roughness (SR). 
Characterization of SR requires height information at different pixel. For line edge 
detection, the SEM data is used by identifying the edge points along the length of the 
edge from the edge threshold intensity value [ Patsis et al., 2003a]. 
 The main components of the resist used in the experiments are derivatives of 
naphthoquinone diazide ester, which is a PAG; novolac phenolic resin polymer; ethyl 3-
ethoxypropionate; and ethyl lactate. Ethyl 3-ethoxypropionate and ethyl lactate act as 
solvents. The exact composition of the resist is unknown. It is only known that each of 
the solvents varies in the range of 30-45% by weight. The naphthoquinone diazide is a 
hydrophobic agent, and it prevents dissolution of the polymer when a developer is 
applied. It forms hydrogen bonds with the polymer. The photoresist is spread on the 
wafer, and a prebake is done at 100 °C for 90 min. Part of the resist is then covered and 
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exposed to radiation. On exposure the naphthoquinone diazide, which is hydrophobic, 
breaks to form a hydrophilic acid. So it gets wet more easily by the dilute aqueous alkali 
developer. Also the evolved nitrogen gas from the decomposed naphthoquinone diazide 
foams the exposed region to allow the developer to penetrate into the exposed regions 
and thus help in dissolution. Thus, during development, the polymers that are attached to 
a naphthoquinone diazide in the unexposed region do not dissolve, and the exposed part 
is removed by the developer. The edges are formed in the unexposed part of the resist. 
The simulation is thus performed on a system comprising the polymer, solvents, and 
PAG to check the roughness formed on the edges and surface. 
 
Figure 6.2 Original image of the photoresist surfae 
 The image analyzed in this work is an SEM micrograph of a 1740 line/mm plane 
diffraction grating, holographically produced on a 50-mm-diameter fused silica 
substrate.  The grating lines are in the photoresist, nominally 550 nm tall and 150 nm 
wide, with nominally vertical side walls. Figure 6.3(a) shows the original image. Image 
enhancement was performed by intensity normalization, as shown in Figure 6.3(b). The 
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image data are in *.tiff format and imported into MATLAB
®
 to yield an MN ×  array for 
further processing. In order to avoid artifacts associated with features aligned to the SEM 
electron beam scanning direction, the scanning direction was not chosen to be parallel to 
the photoresist lines. The image was first rotated to position the edge horizontally, and a 
512512×  pixel image was selected for further study as shown in Figure 6.3(c). 
Geometric transformation will not affect the intensity of the pixel and thus will not alter 
the results. Image enhancement by normalization of intensity value only changes the 
relative value of intensity at each pixel. This does not affect the coordination of the pixel 
which is used for LER characterization. A section of the selected image will be used for 
further edge detection and characterization. The image is first de-noised and normalized 
in terms of intensity. It is normalized again after background subtraction. We have used 
wavelets to indicate where an edge is located and which intensity level, in the normalized 
form, is to be used for threshold segmentation. The experiments were carried out, and the 
images were recorded at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA.  
 
 
Figure 6.3 (a) Original image (b) enhanced SEM image and (c) horizontally 




 Different methods are used for LER detection and characterization like image 
analysis, UV light scatterometry [Yaakobovitz et al., 2007] etc. In this research, a 
quantitative description of LER formed on resist sidewall in a microelectronic fabricated 
surface has been done by image analysis coupled with multiresolution wavelet 
transformation. Use of wavelet based multiresolution image analysis for LER detection 
makes it efficient and can be performed without human intervention. Characterizing 
parameters like correlation length, roughness exponent are generally calculated through 
correlation function and Fourier transform of the signed distance of edge points from 
their linear fit. Previous researchers have calculated the roughness factor and the 
correlation length of the edges using roughness exponent as well as Fourier analysis 
[Yamaguchi A.and Komuro, 2003; Constantoudis et al., 2003]. These features can also be 
calculated using wavelet analysis and it has some advantages over the previous methods. 
In this chapter, we will introduce wavelet-based LER characterization approach, 
exploiting the multiresolution capabilities of wavelet transformation. We will also 
illustrate the advantages of wavelet transformation over correlation function as well as 
Fourier transformation for estimation of the roughness exponent and the correlation 
length. Furthermore in determining features like roughness exponent when data at only 
few frequencies are available, the wavelet method will be shown to be more accurate than 
the Fourier method. 
 The photolithographic surface image used for analysis is created by a polymeric 
solution mainly containing polymer, solvents, and a photoactive compound called 
photoacid generator (PAG). Recently, the use of molecular simulations in the 
characterization of surface features has increased markedly, especially in relation to 
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photoresists [Patsis et al., 2004; Schmid et al., 2004; Patsis et al., 1999; Patsis & Glezos, 
1999; Patsis et al., 2004; Patsis & Gogolides 2001; 2006; Constantoudes et al., 2001, 
Lawson et al., 2008]. In this chapter, a mesoscale lattice Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is 
performed to model the photoresist system for investigating the chemical and 
thermodynamic mechanisms involved in the origin of roughness. The effect of various 
process variables is also monitored. The effects of different process parameters on both 
the SR and the LER are monitored. We have tried to identify and root cause of LER and 
SR by investigating the behavior of the base polymers and their interaction with solvents 
and photoacid generator (PAG) in the formation of the aggregates causing LER and SR. 
In the simulations, we have employed a simple, coarse-grained representation of the 
different chemical components of our system. The models are simple enough to allow for 
the treatment of relatively large systems, without completely losing all details at the 
nanometer length scale. The characteristic features obtained from the multi-resolution 
image analysis are reproduced in coarse-grained molecular simulations. The 
multiresolution characterization is performed on the simulated model structure to 
compare the characteristic features obtained from experimental image analysis. Such a 
comparison enables understanding and decorrelation of different fabricating parameters 
that yield a particular characteristic of the resist surface. When coupled with multi-
resolution image analysis, the coarse-grained molecular simulations provide a better 
understanding of the surface phenomena and its relation with the performance metrics.   
 In summary, in this research we used a multi-resolution image characterization 
and mesoscale modeling methodology to facilitate characterization and analysis of the 
microscopy images of nanostructured surfaces formed by photoresist polymer. By 
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combining multi-resolution image analysis, mesoscale molecular simulation, we believe 
that better understanding of the effect of device fabricating condition on surface 
characteristics can be obtained. In this chapter we provide a basic description of the LER 
and SR formed during photolithography and a multi-resolution image analysis method 
used to characterize LER with different statistical means. The model is applied to 
investigate the chemical and thermodynamic mechanisms involved in the origin of 
roughness. A coarse-grained lattice based important sampling Monte Carlo (MC) 
simulation is then used to investigate the behavior of the base polymers, as well as their 
interactions with solvents and photoacid generators (PAGs) in the formation of the 
aggregates causing LER and SR. Phase separation through spinodal decomposition is 
found to cause the rough morphology of the polymer. The multi-resolution 
characterization performed on the experimental image is also applied in simulated model 
structure to compare the characteristic features.  
6.1 SEM Image Based Characterization 
 As discussed before, any image analysis has three parts, enhancement, 
segmentation followed by characterization. In the present research, enhancement is done 
by normalization of intensity value. Wavelet is used for segmentation and 
characterization. 
6.1.1 Segmentation by Multi-resolution Image Analysis for LER Detection 
 LER detection is usually carried out by identifying the edge-searching region on 
the resist surface followed by identifying the edges at different intensity by the intensity 
threshold algorithm [Patsis et al., 2003a]. The surface image contains a complex 
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sequence of edges and valleys and the edge searching region is expected to be determined 
by visual observation. The high-frequency component of the edges is hard to differentiate 
from the edge surface. This affects the identification of edge searching region followed 
by line-edge detection, further affecting the LER characterization result.  
 A 2D image surface can be considered as a combination of an underlying 
structure, with substrate background and edges, and a high-frequency component 
[Yaakobovitz et al., 2007]. The high frequency component could result from fabrication 
errors or the artifacts from the imaging process [Leunissen et al., 2004; Sugihara et al., 
1999]. High frequency components may be caused by the photoresist itself, exposure 
variations, or may be related to the charging process associated with SEM imaging. 
Usually the edge searching region in the image is segmented out from the whole image 
by visual observation. Generally, this step includes all possible regions to avoid loss of 
information for edge detection. The high-frequency components interfere with the visual 
observations required for the identification of the line edge. We use 2-D wavelet 
decomposition of the surface for LER detection. When the original image is decomposed 
into the nth level using wavelet decomposition, one smoothed (approximate) sub-image 
and 3n detail sub-images are obtained [Addison, 2002]. The smoothed sub-image reveals 
the underlying structure of the surface by eliminating the high-frequency details of the 
surface.  By searching the smoothed image, the edges and valleys can be defined without 
the interference of high-frequency components. High-frequency sub-images represent the 
surface deviation of both edges and valleys. The edges and valleys without the high-
frequency components are used to define the edge searching region by searching for the 
local minima from the vertical direction on the edge. A suitable threshold value is then 
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used for edge boundary detection which separates the adjacent edges and retains the edge 
roughness information. This step corresponds to the decision associated with “the 
specification of image region for line edge searching” in the conventional edge detection 
and characterization method [Patsis et al., 2003a], and does not require any visual 
observation. High-frequency sub-images represent the surface deviation of both edges 
and valleys. The edges and valleys without the high-frequency components can be used 
to define the background intensity and further to determine the intensity level or height 
value where the edge boundary is located. 
 In wavelet decomposition, high frequency components are removed sequentially 
as the decomposition level increases. At higher levels of decomposition, one obtains a 
smooth approximate image where only the dominant low-frequency features are retained. 
This smooth image shall contain the most important background and edge information 
without the interference of the imaging artifacts and unimportant surface details. For this 
task, there are two key decisions.  The first is the choice of the wavelet basis function and 
the second is determination of the decomposition level. Wavelet decomposition removes 
different quantity of information at different levels of decomposition. As discussed in 
chapter two, when an image is decomposed to a certain level, the edges are totally 
smoothed out.  It is essential to obtain a suitable decomposition level where the 
background and the edge contour are retained and the spurious higher frequency 
components are removed. Since different wavelet basis functions have different 
waveforms, central frequencies and vanishing moments, the decomposition performed by 
different wavelet function removes different information at different level of 
decomposition. We need to obtain the appropriate wavelet function and level of 
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decomposition that would yield an approximate sub-image with the maximum 
information retained in it regarding the key features, i.e., LER. This optimization of the 
information content of the image used for analysis is quantified through an energy 
analysis of the surface obtained from different wavelet function and different level of 
decomposition. Shannon entropy and Flatness factor of the surface are also used for this 
purpose as discussed in chapter two. 
 In this chapter, we explore different wavelet functions and decomposition levels 
for separating the underlying structure and the edges, therefore defining the edge 
searching region. Our aim is to show that there is an optimal wavelet function and a 
decomposition level and the optimality will be quantified by three different metrics.  
These metrics will be derived from the use of Shannon’s entropy, a cluster analysis and 
the Flatness Factor (FF).  After obtaining the optimal decomposition level, LER values 
will be calculated at different threshold values. The results will show that the wavelet 
decomposition is a key tool in establishing a rational framework for line-edge detection 
and roughness characterization. 
• The Choice of Optimum Wavelet Decomposition Level and Wavelet 
Function 
 
 After the separation between underlying key structure and the high-frequency 
component, the line-edge roughness characterization becomes solely image dependant, 
which is a significant progress compared to the visual observation dependant used before. 
Figure 6.3(a) gives the vertical cross-section of the SEM image at an arbitrary location 
without de noising. The peak and valley underlined key structure have a low frequency 
characteristic. The edge searching region can be defined by the peak and valley without 
the interference of high frequency intensity detail as shown in the vertical cross-section 
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of the image at same location in Figure 6.3(b). The image is obtained from third level of 
decomposition from db3. Here we have removed the high frequency component and 
clearly identify the edge searching region. The approximation sub-image describes the 
underlying surface. Detail sub-images contain all high frequency components, which 
represent the deviation of intensity (or height).  
 
Figure 6.4 Cross section of image at an arbitrary location with and without high 
frequency components. Edge search region obtained by finding for local minima in the 
image without high frequency components 
  
 For the process of wavelet transformation, different base wavelets can be used. 
The optimum wavelet base function and the decomposition level to separate the actual 
surface from the image artifacts is estimated based on energy and roughness factor 
analysis. Figure 2.5 depicts the decision making steps involved in arriving at the optimal 
solution.  The image transformed in an array of pixel intensities is wavelet transformed 
by a number of wavelet functions at multiple decomposition levels, and entropy, FF and 
clustering analyses are performed.  The first minimum entropy, maximum FF and clearest 
clustering by one wavelet function are obtained and this is considered as the optimum 
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decomposition level for underlying surface. The optimum decomposition level for all 
wavelet functions is then obtained and the maximum entropy, minimum FF and clearest 
clustering by different wavelet functions are investigated.  From this analysis, the most 
suitable wavelet function and the optimum decomposition level are obtained. This is 
followed by LER characterization.  
 Figure 6.5 and 6.6 shows the behavior of Shannon entropy and FF respectively at 
different levels of decomposition. The original image has a high entropy and low FF 
value because of the presence of noise. The entropy value will decrease and FF increase 
in the subsequent level of decomposition due to the removal of high frequency 
component. After certain level of decomposition, the high frequency components 
associated with the original image are removed and we get the original surface (surface 
itself) with edges and valleys on it. On further decomposition, the variance of the wavelet 
base function is added to the approximation image. This adds roughness and makes the 
Shannon entropy to increase and FF to decrease. On further level of decomposition, when 
the wavelet base function is comparable to the edge itself, the edges are removed and we 
get smooth surface again (surface form [Josso et al., 2002]). This decreases the Shannon 
entropy and increases the FF again. 
 For a particular wavelet base function, the approximation image which gives 
minimum entropy value and maximum FF, i.e., where it has reached the surface self is 
the optimum decomposition level. It is used as the base to define the line-edge searching 
region. It contains enough information for background and edge separation and has no 
high frequency component to intervene the identification of edge region. Once the 
optimum decomposition level is obtained, we need to choose the optimum wavelet base  
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function. Among different wavelet base functions, the entropy values obtained at optimal 
decomposition levels are different. This means that the information contents at a certain 
level of decomposition by different wavelet base functions are different. The more key 
underlying structure is kept, the more it will be better to define the line-edge searching 
region. In this sense, the higher entropy value or lower FF is where more information is 
contained. So the wavelet function with higher entropy value or lowest FF at its optimal 
decomposition level is expected to have a better performance in terms of separation of 
key underlying structure and surface detail. Thus, the procedure to obtain optimum 
wavelet base function and decomposition level for a particular surface is to obtain the 
surface self from all the wavelet functions first by minimum entropy, maximum FF. 
Then, at the surface self, the wavelet base function which has the maximum entropy and 
minimum FF gives the optimum one. From Figures 6.5 and 6.6, it is seen that at the 
surface self wavelet function Daubechies 3 (db3) has maximum entropy and minimum 
FF. From this analysis the most suitable wavelet function is found to be db3 and the 
optimum decomposition level is found to be level three.  
 





Figure 6.6 Flatness factors at different wavelet decomposition level for different 
wavelet function 
 
 The results from Shannon entropy and FF complement each other. The maximum 
FF values are also obtained at the wavelet decomposition level where the minimum 
entropy values are also reached further supports that the image at that level is smoothed 
to the maximal degree of the original image; and extra variance will be added to the 
approximation image beyond that decomposition level. It is also shown that the lowest FF 
at the optimal decomposition level is obtained from the wavelet function by which the 
highest entropy value is reached. 
 The approximation images at six different levels and from seven wavelet 
functions are considered as shown in Figure 6.5. Among all the minimum entropy values 
from different wavelet function at optimum level, the one from Daubechies3 is the 
highest, and the one from Haar is the lowest. This shows that Daubechies3 is the most 
appropriate wavelet base function for the given surface and Haar is the most 
inappropriate one. 
 For the SEM image, cluster member’s the intensity levels at different pixels to 
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differentiate between the edges and the background. A 2 cluster k-means clustering of 
pixel intensity of the original image indicates the region between the two close edges 
(Figure 6.7-6.8). At a higher level of decomposition, in the approximate image, the spikes 
associated with high frequency artifacts are removed. One can observe that the removal 
of these spikes alters the clustering regions. At a certain level of approximation, we 
cannot distinguish the separating zone between the edges as a separate cluster. At this 
level of decomposition, the wavelength is comparable with the edge width and they are 
removed in the detail sub-image and the whole region comes under one cluster. Thus, one 
can no longer discriminate between the adjacent edges.  
 In this research, we show that the clustering of the image physically characterizes 
the change of entropy. At the level where the minimum entropy is reached, the clearest 2 
cluster k-means clustering is also obtained. Before this level, high frequency components 
still exist in the approximation image and after the optimal level of approximation, the 
image is over-smoothed and the entropy value starts to increase due to the added variance 
from the wavelet basis function. 
 The clustering on the edge surface shows that for all the wavelets except Haar the 
pair edges are separated from the substrate background at the level where minimum 
entropy value is obtained (only clusters corresponding to Haar and Daubechies3 wavelets 
are reproduced here in Figure 6.7 and 6.8 respectively). It is noted that Haar wavelet fails 
to separate the substrate background and the edges at the minimum entropy level, 
indicating that this wavelet function is not suitable for this application in this surface, 
primarily due to its discrete structure that does not reproduce well the key feature forms 
of the image. The clearest clustering is obtained by wavelet function Daubechies3, even 
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though other wavelet functions are able to implement the separation task. 
 By comparing the results in Figures 6.5-6.8, it can be concluded that criterion 
based on the entropy value for choosing the optimal decomposition level of a wavelet 
function and the most suitable wavelet function is valid for the separation between key 




Figure 6.7 Clusters of approximation at each wavelet decomposition level by Haar 
wavelet 
• Line Edge Searching Region 
 The line edge searching regions were obtained from different wavelets at the 
wavelet decomposition level at which the minimum entropy value was obtained (Figure 
6.9). This is done by searching for local minima in the direction perpendicular to the edge 
[Sun et al., 2009a]. The boundary between pair edges is obtained by searching for local 
minima between the edges. The edge searching region is thus automatically segmented 
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out from the whole image. It shows again that it is impossible to separate two adjacent 
edges by using the Haar wavelet function, since the two edge regions become one. With 
db3, a clear and almost straight line bounded searching region is obtained, and more 
noisy curve bounded searching regions are found by other wavelet functions.  
 
 
Figure 6.8 Clusters of approximation at each wavelet decomposition level by db3   
• Line Edge Detection 
 Once the line-edge searching region is identified, the next step is line-edge 
detection. For edge boundary detection, a suitable threshold value is required to separate 
adjacent edges and retain edge roughness information. Only the part of the edges above 
the suitable threshold is considered a segment while the rest is disregarded. The threshold 
value for segmentation will affect the edge boundary detection and, in turn, the edge 
characterization. This threshold segmentation is also made visually based on height or 
intensity information from an image. This makes LER characterization dependent on the 
choice of segmented threshold value. The approximation sub-image describes the 
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underlying surface and gives an average intensity (or height) along the edge separating 
 
Figure 6.9 Line-edge searching region obtained by different wavelet function at 
the optimal decomposition level 
 
line. Detail sub-images contain all high-frequency components, which represent the 
deviation of intensity (or height). By combining the average of surface approximation 
and the standard deviation of surface detail, an image-dependent threshold value for 
segmentation is obtained. The wavelet-based method ensures that results are only related 
to the image itself and thus provides a systematic strategy for edge characterization. [Sun 
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et al., 2009a]. Once the threshold value is identified, the line edge boundary is then 
obtained by intensity threshold method. In intensity threshold algorithm, we identify the 
threshold and then in the original image, from the edge searching boundary (shown in 
Figure 6.9), we move horizontally inward towards the edge till that threshold point is 
reached. 
 For the given surface at the optimum decomposition level three for optimum 
wavelet function db3, the mean of the approximation sub image is 0.4412 and the 
standard deviation from detailed sub image is 0.1329. The line edge boundaries obtained 
at the approximation mean and mean + n X standard deviation are shown in Figure 6.10.   
 
 
Figure 6.10 Line-edge boundaries found by db3 at level 3, threshold values are 
0.4412, 0.5741, 0.70700 and 0.8400 from top to bottom. 
 
In order to compare the results with the line edge searching region obtained from 
different wavelet decomposition, the LER values at a number of fixed thresholds can also 
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be calculated. Edge boundaries from different wavelet functions at threshold values of 0.3 
and 0.5 are shown in Figure 6.11 and 6.12 respectively. 
 
 
Figure 6.11 Edge boundaries by different wavelet functions at the threshold value 
of 0.3. 
6.1.2 Line-edge Characterization 
Once the line edge is identified, the next task is to characterize it by statistical 
means. LER is one of the biggest non-tool-related hurdles faced by next generation 
lithography. At present, considerable efforts are devoted to moderating its effects, as well  
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Figure 6.12 Edge boundaries by different wavelet functions at the threshold value 
of 0.5.  
 
as understanding its impact on devices. Accordingly, line edge roughness (LER) has 
become a critical quantity that needs to be accurately measured and controlled to meet 
such quality objectives. Full understanding of LER is a starting point, which can provide 
important information about the fabrication process as well as the device performance 
[Yamaguchi A. et al., 2003; Eder-Kapl et al., 2004; Patsis et al., 2003a; Yamaguchi A. & 
Komuro, 2003; Steinhogl et al., 2004; Leunissen et al., 2004; 2005, Gogolides et al., 
2006]. 
 Along with the line edge roughness we get surface roughness. The roughness of 
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the photoresist polymer in the line edge is generally characterized by evaluating 
parameters such as the Sigma value, the roughness exponent and the correlation length 
and the roughness in the surface is generally characterized by evaluating Sigma and the 
roughness exponent. The Sigma is a measure of standard deviation. The characterization 
is done to identify the uniformity of the edge and its deviation from the ideal straight line 
in case of LER or ideal plane in case of SR. The roughness exponent of LER and SR give 
their fractal dimensions (FDs), and the correlation length of LER gives the length through 
which the line edge is self-similar (self-affine) in nature. The Sigma value for the LER is 
calculated using a regression analysis that finds the standard deviation of the signed 
distance of the edge points from their linear fit. The Sigma values found at different 
thresholds are different because of the random nature of the surface. The correlation 
length and FD of the LER are usually calculated using the Fourier transform and 
correlation function [Constantoudis et al., 2003, Yamaguchi A. & Komuro, 2003]. The 
results are dependent on the visual identification of the correlation length and the 
exponent. To reveal the true nature of the surface and to facilitate comparison of results 
among different images, we propose a wavelet-based method to estimate the roughness 
exponent as well as the correlation length. In the previous section, the ability of the 
wavelet transform to isolate LER is demonstrated. In this section we will show the use of 
wavelet in finding roughness exponent and correlation length for LER characterization. 
Our results indicate a more accurate estimation of the characterizing features of LER. 
Calculations of these characterizing parameters are facilitated by discrete wavelet 
transformation (DWT) [Mukherjee et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2009a; 2009b]. Similarly, for 
SR, a regression analysis of the surface points (heights) is carried out to estimate surface 
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Sigma [Lankester & Kestutis, 1986]. The standard deviation of the signed distance of the 
surface points (heights) from their planer fit yields the Sigma value for SR. Because the 
height information cannot be obtained from the SEM image, the SR analysis was carried 
out using the simulated model only, for which the exact positions of the surface 
molecules are known.   
 The “sigma” value is the most straightforward one and most closely related to the 
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Where Np is the number of points along the line edge, and δ  is the signed distance of 
each line edge point from their linear fit [Patsis et al., 2003a; 2003b].  
 An ideal LER parameter shall give a complete description of the line edge. The 
roughness parameter commonly used corresponds to different threshold values in terms 
of surface intensity. How to choose the threshold value still remains to be an open 
question and is largely arbitrary. Often, different threshold values are chosen [Patsis et 
al., 2003a] and the corresponding LER parameters are calculated.  The maximum value 
of LER could give a better description of the LER, but no satisfactory conclusions can be 
drawn. The width of the edge is obtained from the distance between the upper and lower 
boundary of the edge. Figure 6.10-6.12 shows the line edge boundaries found at two 
different thresholds for the surface segmented with different wavelets. Different threshold 
values can be chosen and the corresponding LER parameters are calculated [Sun et al., 
2009a]. By using different threshold values obtained from different wavelet 
decompositions, it is difficult to compare the characterization results from different 
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wavelet functions. Thus, a series of fixed threshold values are used for different wavelet 
functions to compare the sigma values (Table 6.1). 
Table 6.1 Sigma values at fixed threshold value. The sigma and width values are 
all in nm 
Threshold 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 
Sigma 13.3 14.9 15.5 15.5 15.3 11.9 
Db3 
Width 146.8 141.7 132.7 119.9 95.6 67.1 
Sigma 12.2 14.5 16.5 16.6 15.5 11.7 
Db8 
Width 151.9 146.6 135.7 121.2 95.7 67.0 
Sigma 11.3 15.0 19.0 18.7 13.6 11.5 
Sym4 
Width 151.1 144.6 132.2 113.9 91.5 66.9 
Sigma 12.7 14.8 16.4 16.3 15.5 11.7 
Sym8 
Width 151.0 145.8 135.5 121.0 95.9 67.0 
Sigma 18.0 18.7 19.2 18.6 16.3 11.7 
Coif1 
Width 149.6 143.6 132.8 118.5 94.8 67.0 
Sigma 23.4 25.6 27.7 25.2 17.0 12.1 
Coif3 
Width 160.5 154.4 141.9 123.5 95.7 67.2 
 
 Sigma alone is not sufficient to give a through description of the roughness of the 
edge. In fact two lines with same Sigma can have different appearance. This difference is 
due to different spatial distribution of roughness along the edges [Constantoudis et al., 
2003]. LER is also characterized using roughness exponent and correlation length. In 
actual curved lines or surfaces the fractal behavior does not extend to all scale i.e. they 
are not self similar in nature after certain scale. The length of the scale up to which the 
curve line or surface is self similar in nature is the correlation length. As mentioned 
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before, traditionally correlation function and Fourier transform is used for this purpose. 
The Hurst exponent and thus fractal dimension of LER is estimated from the slope of the 
logarithmic plot of the distance correlation function G(r) where mdr = . Here m  is an 
integer and d is the length between two neighboring points. It is defined as 
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The correlation function has a periodicity. Due to the self similar nature of the edges, the 
correlation function has a power law behavior. The exponent of the power law gives the 
roughness exponent. The self similar nature of the line edge is up to a certain length after 
which the distance correlation function oscillates and does not have the power law nature.  
 The Hurst exponent can also be found from the logarithmic plot of spatial 
frequency distribution (Fourier transform) with frequency. In this case, the exponent is 
related to the slope "s as [Constantoudis et al., 2003] 
2
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In this case too the logarithmic plot is linear till the length where the behavior of the LER 
is self similar. At higher length i.e. at lower frequencies, the line is not linear. The slope 
of this linear part is used to calculate the roughness exponent from which the fractal 
dimension is found. Both this factors along with Sigma are used to characterize the LER. 
While in traditional method, a visual interpretation is required to find the correlation 
length or the slope from the plot of correlation function or spatial frequency distribution, 
in a wavelet based analysis this can be avoided. A plot of correlation function shows that 
after a certain length the correlation function is no more linear. In case of a Fourier 
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transform the self affine nature of the line edge is only observed after a certain frequency. 
At lower frequency or higher scale the self affine nature is not observed. This shows the 
fractal behavior of LER does not extend to all scales or frequencies. The correlation 
length is obtained from the length or frequency till which it behaves linearly. In case of 
wavelet variance, the self affine nature of the LER is observed up to a certain scale index 
till the wavelet variance varies linearly. We can arrange a dyadic grid ( m2 ) for the 
wavelet decomposition function and get the variance at different discrete scale index m as 
shown in chapter 2. In this manner we have identified the correlation length from the 
scale index through which the variance varies linearly and the roughness exponent is 
obtained from the slope. The analysis is carried out with the edge roughness along the 
outer edge at a threshold of 0.3 for the surface segmented with db3.         
 The distance correlation function of the line edge points (from db3 as shown in 
Figure 6.11) is calculated using Equation 6.2. This is shown in Figure 6.13. A logarithmic 
value of correlation function is plotted against the log of number of pixels as distance 
along the edge. A visual interpretation is required to estimate the correlation length. The 
exponent is found from the slope of the curve till then it varies linearly. After this the 
curve oscillates around σ2 . In this case the slope is the Hurst exponent. The correlation 
length is found to be 50.11nm and the exponent is 0.27. So the fractal dimensions 1.73.  
 A Fourier transform of the same line edge (from db3 at threshold of 0.3) is shown 
in Figure 6.14 and 6.15.  It shows that after a certain frequency we can observe the self 
affine nature of the line edge. A visual interpretation is required to locate the correlation 




Figure 6.13 Correlation lengths and roughness exponent from correlation function 
 
 
Figure 6.14 Correlation lengths and roughness exponent from Fourier transform 
 
Figure 6.16 as 63.09 nm or it could also be taken as that shown in Figure 6.17 as 199.5 
nm. The Hurst exponent is calculated from the slope of the lines using Equation 6.3. 
Their corresponding values are 0.269 and 0.16 respectively. The former gives a fractal 
dimension of 1.73 while the latter gives 1.84. The interpretation depends on a visual  
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Figure 6.15 Correlation lengths and roughness exponent from Fourier transform 
   
analysis and it is difficult to obtain the actual value. 
 The roughness exponent for one-dimensional (1-D) line is also calculated using 
wavelet variance [Addison, 2002]. Wavelet variance is the second-order statistical 
moment of the wavelet coefficient obtained from a discrete wavelet transform of the line-
edge points (1-D DWT) or surface points (2-D DWT) at different scale indices    
(resolution). A plot of the base-2 logarithm of the wavelet variance of the line edge at 
different scale indices is shown in Figure 6.16. It shows a change in the self-similar 
nature of the variance after a certain scale index. In the present case, it is seen that the 
edge do not behave in a self affine nature after scale index 3. This value of scale index 
(m) through which the line edge is self-similar in nature gives the correlation length, and 
the slope of the line formed by the points until they are correlated gives the roughness 
exponent (see Figure 6.17). Each pixel in the SEM image is 6.3× 6.3 nm
2
. The correlation 
length is calculated from the scale index m as m23.6 × nm. When a scale index of 3 is 
taken up to which the line edge is self-similar in nature, the correlation length is found to 
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be 50.4 nm, and the corresponding roughness exponent from the slope is 0.21, giving an 
FD of 1.79. This high FD and low correlation length suggest that the edge is far from a 
straight line.   
 
Figure 6.16 Wavelet variance at different scale index 
 
Figure 6.17 Hurst exponent from wavelet variance  
 When the correlation length is close in all the three methods, the value of the 
exponent are also similar. It is shown in Table 6.2. But an image dependent correlation 
length can only be found from wavelet analysis in which no visual interpretation is 
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required. 
Table 6.2 Correlation length Hurst exponent and fractal dimension from different 
methods 
Methods Correlation function Fourier analysis Wavelet transform 
Correlation length(nm) 50.11 50.11 50.4 
Hurst exponent 0.27 0.269 0.21 
Fractal dimension 1.73 1.731 1.79 
 
 Since the nature of the curve for this application changes after scale index of 3 
(from Figure 6.13), a correlation length of 50.4 nm and exponent value of 0.20 are then 
more appropriate for the LER characterization. It worth mentioning that this evaluation is 
not possible from visual interpretation using the correlation function (Figure 6.15) or 
Fourier analysis (Figure 6.16 and 6.17). 
 The self affine nature of the line edge roughness is observed up to a certain scale 
index. This is because the fractal behavior does not extend to all resolution. The only 
problem of using a dyadic grid for the wavelet decomposition is that we can miss the 
properties at intermediate frequencies. But in a discrete wavelet transformation it is very 
convenient. In all cases, the correlation length determines the upper limit of the resolution 
through which the line edge will have a self affine nature.  
6.2 Molecular Simulation 
 Molecular simulation of photoresist has been done to verify the LER and give 
insight in SR [Mukherjee et al., 2010]. A properly designed molecular simulation can 
replicate the experimental condition. For our system of positive photoresist, a molecular 
simulation to replicate the surface is also done and different parameters affecting the LER 
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and SR are obtained. The effect of different manufacturing parameters in surface 
characteristics is found. A correlation of the simulation results with that from the image 
analysis is used to tell directly from the image, the surface characteristics and the 
manufacturing parameters related to that. Surface characteristics and thus the 
performance of the device can be modified by controlling the parameters. 
 The effects of process parameters like roughness on the mask used during 
exposure, development process, photoacid diffusion, shot noise, acid volatility, exposure 
dose, pre- and post-baking temperature, and so on, on the LER were studied 
experimentally on a positive-tone resist in the past [Reynolds & Taylor, 1999]. Although 
the LER exhibited no dose dependence, the roughness dependence on the development 
process are found to be on the order of 2-3 nm, depending on the concentration of 
developer and the time of development. Although the process parameters affect the 
degree of roughness, the origin of roughness in resist was found to be the formation of 
granules or clusters of the photoresist polymers [Yamaguchi T. et al., 1997]. Two 
different resist systems (one based on azide polyvinyl phenol and the other based on 
azide novolac resin) are microscopically compared by Yamaguchi T. et al. [1997]. The 
novolac-based resist was found to exhibit a rougher surface, suggesting that the polymer 
structure of the base resin causes roughness of the chemically amplified resist in 
connection with acid diffusion during the postexposure bake (PEB) process. 
Experimental evidence shows that, because of the composition and polydispersity of base 
resist polymers, the polymers try to aggregate, forming granules or clusters. These 
granules have a diameter of 20-30 nm and are also present on the resist edges on the side 
walls. Therefore, the granules cause the surface to be rough and are also the main cause 
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of the LER, as well as line-width fluctuations and critical-dimension (CD) fluctuations. 
The granule size was independent of baking temperature, indicating that the granules had 
already begun to form before or as the resist was spin-coated [Yamaguchi T. et al., 1997].  
 From the experimental evidence, we can see that it is essential to understand the 
physical feature of the photoresist and the mechanical process through which the 
lithography is performed in order to understand the cause of LER and SR. Schmid et al. 
simulated photoresist processing using mesoscale Monte Carlo (MC) simulations to study 
the photoresist performance as a function of processing variables [Schmid et al., 2004]. 
Patsis et al. modeled a negative-tone epoxy resist and obtained its surface and line-edge 
roughness values using percolation theory [Patsis et al., 1999, Patsis & Glezos, 1999]. 
They studied the effect of photolithography process parameters, such as exposure dose 
and photoacid diffusion range, on roughness. They also used Monte Carlo simulation to 
study the effects of polymer chain architecture and molecular weight on line-edge 
roughness [Paisos et al., 2004; Patsis & Gogolides 2006]. Constantoudis et al. also 
simulated and characterized surface and line-edge roughness’s on negative-tone resist and 
compared the simulation results with experimental roughness behavior [Constantoudis et 
al., 2001]. They have used different characterizing parameters such as Sigma and FD to 
characterize the surface. Patsis and Gogolides also simulated the effects of dose and PAG 
concentration on the LER and SR for a negative-tone resist and compared the simulated 
and experimental results [Patsis & Gogolides, 2001]. In the present study, we performed 
coarse-grained lattice based important sampling MC simulations to model the positive-
tone polymeric system, in order to investigate the chemical and thermodynamic 
mechanisms involved in the origin of LER and SR. The modeling aided in the study of 
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SR formed on the polymer system, which cannot be done with SEM image analysis. As 
the roughness dependence on processing parameters such as development was found to 
be small compared to the actual roughness-causing granules, we investigated the cause of 
the formation of the granules. The simulation replicates the experimental conditions of 
the photoresist in order to compare the characteristic parameters of the two processes. 
This helps in understanding and decorrelating experimental parameters and identifying 
their effects on different LER characterizing features. A high volume percentage of 
solvents were used in the polymeric system to increase the viscosity during spin-coating. 
The granules responsible for the LER and SR are formed before the prebaking step as a 
result of the interactions between the solvents and polymers. We investigated the 
behavior of the base polymers, as well as their interactions with solvents and photoacid 
generators (PAGs) in the formation of the aggregates causing LER and SR. The size of 
the granules affects LER and SR and, in turn, depends on the solvent concentration, PAG 
concentration, and molecular weight of the photoresist polymer. During prebaking, when 
the solvents are removed, the polymers slightly relax, but the granules are still present 
[Yamaguchi T. et al., 1997]. Our simulations will thus provide direct information on the 
formation of granules and amount of roughness on the structure.     
6.2.1 Simulation Procedure  
 The simulation of positive resist was performed to study the physical interactions 
of the base polymers with solvents and PAG. A coarse-grained mesoscale simulation was 
found to be the most appropriate approach based on the relevant length scales of the 
lithography experiment. Once the polymers were distributed in the matrix, they form a 
homogeneous structure. At equilibrium, the structure of the polymers within the solution 
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will depend on the difference in solubility of the polymer and solvent molecules and the 
operating temperature. A 3-D mesoscale MC simulation on a lattice was performed to 
determine the structure at equilibrium. The simulations performed in this study followed 
the methods and models proposed in Chapter 5 by Larson et al., and later used by 
Siperstein and Gubbins to study surfactant-inorganicoxide-solvent systems.  
 In lattice MC, molecules occupy discrete positions inside the lattice, and a 
molecule can occupy a single lattice site (PAG, solvents) or several contiguous lattice 
sites (photoresist polymer chain). In our simulation, a 3-D cubic lattice is used with a 
coordination number z = 26 (i.e., each lattice site has 26 nearest-neighbor lattice points). 
In the present simulations, the Hansen solubility parameters [Hansen, 2000] for phenolic 
polymer, ethyl lactate and ethyl-3-ethoxypropionate were used for the estimation of their 
interaction parameters ijw . For the PAG, many different chemical species can be used as a 
photosensitive element; all form hydrogen bonds with the polymer, and several of them 
can also form compounds with the polymer chains [Moreau, 1988]. Therefore, we 
decided to take the relevant solubility parameters close to phenolic polymer and have a 
negative interaction parameter ijw  between the polymer and PAG. This will make the 
PAG and the polymer attract each other more than they attract themselves. The individual 
solubility parameters and molar volumes used in the simulation are given in Table 6.3. 
 In the present simulation study, we used square-well potentials to model the 
interactions between chemical species placed at nearest-neighbor lattice sites. All Monte 
Carlo simulations were performed in the canonical (constant-NVT) ensemble. Different 
types of movements on the polymer, solvents, and PAG were employed to change the 
positions of the molecules during the simulations. Any solvent or PAG molecule can 
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exchange its position with another solvent or PAG molecule (switch moves). For the 
polymer chain, there can be three types of moves: reptation, twist, and configurational 
bias. In reptation, each segment of a polymer chain (molecular unit) is moved through 
one lattice unit. In a twist, a single polymer segment is moved to a neighboring lattice 
unit, with the rest of the chain held in fixed positions. It is moved as a freely jointed 
chain. In configurational bias, the whole polymer chain is moved to a different part of the 
lattice system [Frenkel & Smith, 2001].  
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 We considered reptation and twist movements of the polymer but avoided 
configurational bias. The switch moves were allowed between neighboring molecules. 
This is to allow only local displacements which would yield kinetics comparable to that 
of molecular dynamics (MD). The simulations showed microphase separation formed by 
spinodal decomposition. One of the moves among reptation, twist, and switch was chosen 
randomly. In switch, two types of movements are considered. A solvent can exchange 
with another solvent, or a solvent can exchange with a PAG is chosen randomly. Thus, 
equal weight is given to each move in order to achieve fast convergence.  The simulation 
box used in our calculations contained 130130130 ××  lattice points. The box size was 
increased until the Sigma value was found to be independent of the size. Figure 6.18 
shows the change of Sigma with simulation box size.  
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Figure 6.18 LER and SR Sigma with size of simulation box 
 First, the resin polymer was laid out randomly in a zigzag pattern. Afterward, the 
rest of the lattice sites were completely filled with PAG, ethyl 3-ethoxypropionate and 
ethyl lactate (solvents), which were placed on random positions in the lattice. The 
numbers of PAG and solvent sites followed their volume percentages in the experimental 
resist. Assuming novolac resins low polydispersity, we assigned a single length for all 
polymer chains. Once the polymer is places we need to select the position of the 
Naphthoquinone diazide, Ethyl 3-ethoxypropionate and Ethyl lactate randomly. For 
example, a typical simulation system included 20% polymer, 10% of PAG and 35% of 
each solvent. With a polymer chain of 20 repeat units each, this gives 21970 polymer 
chains, 219700 beads of PAG, and 768950 beads of each solvent. Properties of the 
system at static equilibrium as well as dynamic properties are observed. To observe the 
static properties, after the polymers are put into the lattice structure, they are allowed to 
move till equilibrium is reached. Important sampling Monte Carlo (MC) moves are 
allowed. To see the dynamic properties important sampling Monte Carlo (MC) is done. 
The time constants for the simulation are obtained from kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) 
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method. 
6.2.2 Static Properties from Important Sampling Monte Carlo 
 Each lattice site was assumed to have a length of 0.7 nm, based on the 
approximate size of a polymer monomer unit; correspondingly, the size of our simulation 
box was 919191 ××  nm
3
. Periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) were applied to the 
movement of the polymers, solvents, and PAG in all three dimensions, so that the system 
represents a portion of the bulk. Our simulation runs consisted of a minimum of 1600 
million moves each, which was enough to allow proper equilibration and sampling of 
relevant properties (LER, SR) in our systems. Figure 6.19(a) shows the energy with MC 
steps showing the convergence of the system. Figure 6.19(b) shows the energy 
fluctuations in the last 750 million steps.  
 The polymer morphologies before and after equilibration are shown in Figure 
6.20 and 6.21 respectively. After equilibration, the polymer molecules on the structure at 
the edges and surface were identified. The Sigma value of the LER was then calculated 
by a regression analysis with the signed distance of the edge points from their linear fit, 
as shown in Figure 6.22. 
 The Sigma value of the SR was calculated by a regression analysis with the 
signed distance of the points on the surface from their planer fit as shown in Figure 6.23. 
Because of the random nature of the surface, for a given system, the LER varies at 
different heights and on different sides. Because we considered a portion of the bulk 
system, Sigma value of the LER was calculated at different heights and on all sides, and 
the Sigma value of the SR was calculated on all sides of the structure. For the fractal 
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Figure 6.19 Energy with Monte Carlo steps 
dimension (FD) of LER, all of the line-edge points at different heights were used, and for 
the FD of the SR, surface points on all sides are used. The real process consists of 
different steps such as prebaking, exposure, PEB, development, and so on.These process 
parameters affect the degree of roughness, but they are not the cause of it.  The cause of 
the roughness is the formation of granules or clusters of the polymers, and the presence of 
such aggregates is detected during spin-coating even before prebaking. The granules are 
also large compared to the roughness dependence of the process parameters. Our 
simulation of the interaction of polymers with the solvents and PAG shows the formation 
of granules as found experimentally. Thus, the LER and SR calculated for the structure 
can provide a fair estimate of the degree of roughness of the processed system. This can 
be seen by the comparability of the LER value obtained from the simulated system and  
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Figure 6.20 Random distributions of polymer molecules before equilibrium. 
(PAG and solvents were not shown) 
 
Figure 6.21 Distribution of the polymers at equilibrium (PAG and solvents were 
not shown) 
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Figure 6.22 The simulated line-edge at z = 55.  
that estimated from the image analysis of the experimental setup of a similar system.  
6.2.3 Dynamic Properties from Important Sampling Monte Carlo and Kinetic 
Monte Carlo 
  
 The dynamic properties of polymeric systems in solution are important from 
industrial as well as academic point of views, especially when metastability is observed. 
In our research we have used the important sampling Monte Carlo methods to obtain the 
dynamic behavior of the system. The simulations are done on a 90X90X90 lattice points. 
Instead of using the Monte Carlo steps /site (MCS/site) as the time unit we have used the 
scaling factor sτ  from kMC time and obtained the dynamics of the system. In the kMC 
model, the mutual diffusion coefficients of polymer and solvents as well as solvents with 
other solvents used to calculate the rate of relaxations of polymers and solvents is 
6.5x10
7
. This is roughly the mutual diffusion of polymers in 80% solvents as found from 
Zielinski and Duda [1992]. Termonia also used the diffusion coefficients in this rage for 
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Figure 6.23 A typical top-down view of the simulated surface drawn with 
grayscale intensity. Lighter color represents the material that is nearer to the free surface. 
  
relaxation of polymers [Termonia, 1997; 1994]. The dynamic MC and kMC model is 
done on a periodic boundary condition in x and y direction. This is done to observe the 
system close to surface or interface. Though the force field from surface is not included, a 
non periodic boundary condition has helped to see the behavior of the polymers close to 
surface in presence of the solvents. Thus the dynamic model is used to see the kinetics of 
spinodal decomposition as well as its behavior with the solvents close to a surface.  
 The initial dynamics of the system as obtained from kMC and important 
sampling MC using the using the scaling factor sτ  from kMC is shown in figure 6.24. 
The simulation time in a kMC model in a polymeric system with the present volume is 
huge as after each move, when the system changes, we need to recalculate the rates of all 
the monomer units of polymer as well as solvents whose energies are affected by the 
move. This is avoided in important sampling Monte Carlo (or dynamic Monte Carlo) 
where the simulation time is drastically reduced. A comparison of the LER with time as 
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obtained from the two models shows a similar trend (Figure 6.24). Thus, dynamic Monte 
Carlo model is used to obtain the dynamics of the system for a long time as shown in 
Figure 6.25. The change in configuration of the polymeric system in presence of the 
solvents with time, the spinodal decomposition and the behavior of the polymers on the 
surface is shown in Figure 6.26.  
 From the change in morphology, it is evident that the formation of spinodal 
decomposition and phase separation is very fast. This is followed by the time when the 
polymer gathers in one of the z plane where periodic boundary condition is not applied. 
This process of separation of polymer in the surface plane in the presence of solvents is 
desired, as otherwise if it is well mixed with the solvent, during spincoating, the polymer 
will move away with the solvents [Moreau, 1988]. 
6.2.4 Thermodynamic Phenomena Occurring During Polymer Morphology 
Formations 
 In terms of thermodynamics, the solution system exhibits an upper critical 
solution temperature (UCST). When the randomly distributed polymer in the solution 
matrix is allowed to equilibrate at the operating temperature (298 K), the polymer 
 
Figure 6.24 LER with time from important sampling Monte Carlo and kinetic 




Figure 6.25 LER with time from important sampling Monte Carlo 
 
undergoes a critical quenching phenomenon and moves from a stable region to an 
unstable region of the phase diagram through the critical point or around the critical 
point. The system enters the spinodal decomposition region. This region is unstable, and 
the mixture decomposes spontaneously, resulting in microphase separation in the form of 
spinodal decomposition. The system forms two phases that are at equilibrium. This is 
seen from the morphology formed after equilibrium (Figure 6.21). In our simulation, 
according to the energy of the system with Monte Carlo steps, the spinodal decomposed 
structure is retained for a large number of steps. Small concentration fluctuations during 
equilibration are consequently absorbed by the solution. Sufficiently large but finite 
concentration fluctuations can overcome the energy barrier required for the Ostwald 
ripening process. Thus, the process of Ostwald ripening is much slower, and it is 
expected that the polymer system will not achieve a state of ultimate stability even after a 
prolonged coarsening process. For all practical purposes, during the process time, one 
will see a polymer morphology matching that of the later stages of spinodal 
decomposition. The spinodal decomposed morphology was equilibrated for a large 
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number of steps to ensure that the equilibrium concentration was attained in each phase. 
The final spinodal decomposed morphology obtained from simulation closely resembled 
the experimental one.  
 The resist polymer without solvent has a glass transition between 343 and 393 K 
[Moreau, 1988]. When the solvent is removed in prebaking and the system is brought to 
room temperature at 298 K, the polymer morphology formed during spinodal 
decomposition persists.  Also from the simulation results the morphology of individual 
polymers in the solution was not stretched indicating it do not form ordered (micellar) 
structure even at later stage of spinodal decomposition. This is perhaps because the 
system is at a temperature (298 K) above the solid-liquid phase separating line in the 
phase diagram [Zha & Hu, 2007].  
 Additional insight from the MC results that cannot be obtained from experiments 
is generally associated with the surface features. In the present system, the large 
difference in the solubility parameters between the solvents and the polymer gives rise to  
 
a b c  
Figure 6.26 (a) represents the initial random configuration, (b) represents the 
configuration after 250X10
-10
 sec, and (c) that after 500X10
-10
 sec.     
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d e f  
(d) represents configuration after 750X10
-10
 sec, (e) after 1000X10
-10
 sec, and (f) that 
after 2000X10
-10
 sec.     
 
g h i  
(g) represents configuration after 3000X10
-10
 sec, (h) after 4000X10
-10
 sec, and (i) that 
after 5000X10
-10
 sec.     
 
j k l  
(j) represents configuration after 6000X10
-10
 sec, (k) after 7000X10
-10
 sec, and (l) that 
after 10000X10
-10
 sec.     
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m n o  
Figure 6.26 (m) represents configuration after 15000X10
-10
 sec, (n) after 20000X10
-10
 
sec, and (o) that after 25000X10
-10
 sec.     
  
an interaction parameter that is greater than 2.5. This makes the solvent worse than a 
theta solvent where the interaction parameter needs to be <=0.5 or a good solvent where 
the parameter is negative [Hamley, 2000]. A theta solvent will reduce the critical 
temperature and thus reduce separation in the operating temperature, which, in turn, will 
reduce the roughness. One of the reasons why this type of poor solvent is used is because 
the polymers will remain on the substrate during spin-coating [Moreau, 1988]. 
Equilibrating the system by keeping the solvent composition constant at the high 
temperature (373 K) used during prebaking results in a reduced roughness. This is 
expected from a UCST system, where there will be a reduced separation at higher 
temperature.  
6.2.5 Solvent and Temperature Induced Morphology Control  
 Phase separation and morphology formation in a UCST system is dictated by the 
temperature and the solvent used. In case of a theta solvent, when the system is run at 
operating temperature (298K), the random morphology of the system persists and we do 
not see the spinodal decomposition. The LER of the system does not increase with time. 
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It is shown in Figure 6.27. 
 
Figure 6.27 LER with time in theta solvent 
 
In case of UCST, where the mixing increases with temperature, the amount of phase 
separation reduces with increasing temperature, with each phase retaining more of the 
minority compound. This will lead to a lower LER as seen in Figure 6.28. When the 
temperature of the system is increased from 298 K to 373 K at 2.5 microseconds, there is 
a sudden instability which increases the mixing of polymer and solvents. This results in 
decreasing LER. Allowing the system to relax at an upper temperature for sometime 
which brings it close to a new equilibrium and thus the LER also stabilizes.     
6.3. Results and Discussion 
 
 Because of the difference in the solubility parameters of the polymer and the 
solvents, the polymer chains try to group together and form “clusters” of polymers. 
Figure 6.20 shows the evenly distributed polymers at the beginning of simulation, and 
Figure 6.21 shows the polymer structure at the end of the run for a typical system with 
20% polymer, 35% each solvent, and 10% PAG with 20 monomer units in each polymer. 
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Figure 6.28 LER with time, the operating temperature changed to 373K from 
298K at 2.5 microsecond  
 
The monomer units at the top surface are shown with different colors to indicate the 
change in roughness of the morphology. At the given solution concentration, the system 
undergoes spinodal decomposition. Because of the formation of aggregates of the 
polymers, a rough edge forms (Figure 6.22), and the roughness of the edge (LER) can be 
estimated by Sigma, the correlation length, and FD as was done with the image analysis 
of the experimental samples. It should be noted that the characteristic parameters 
obtained from image analysis and molecular simulation are at different length scales. The 
image pixel has a resolution limitation where each pixel has a length of 6.3 nm. The 
lattice spacing of the simulation is assumed to be approximately equal to that of the 
monomer unit of polymer, which is about 0.7 nm. Following this reasoning, the length of 
nine units of simulation will be equivalent to one pixel length. The aggregates of the 
resist also give surface roughness (Figure 6.23). The SR can be estimated from our 
simulations, and surface Sigma and FD values are used for the characterization of SR.  
 A number of simulations were performed to investigate the effect of polymer 
chain length [number of monomer units (NMU)] and volume percentages of photoresist 
polymer, solvent, and PAG on roughness. Roughness characterizing parameters such as 
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Sigma and FD were obtained at different operating conditions and were used for 
comparison. The roughness was found to be very sensitive to the amounts of both 
solvents. The effects of the number of monomer units on the characteristic parameters 
were calculated by varying the NMU from 8 to 24. For all other simulations, the number 
of monomer units in the polymer was taken as 20. From the image analysis of the 
experimental setup, at different thresholds, we obtained Sigma values of LER between 
11.9 and 16.6 nm using the most suitable wavelet (db3) for this surface analysis[Sun et 
al., 2009a]. At a threshold value of 0.3, we obtained a Sigma value of 13.3 nm. A typical 
simulation of a system containing 20% polymer, 10% PAG and 35% each solvent with 
20 monomer units in each polymer gives an average Sigma value of 12.05 nm. 
  Boxplots of the Sigma values for the LER obtained at different height from 
different sides and those of the SR obtained from different sides are shown in Figures 
6.29 and 6.30, respectively. The outliers are also shown in the figures using a + sign. 
Figures 6.29a and 6.30a show the relation between polymer molecular weight (average 
polymer chain length or NMU) and the LER and SR Sigma values, respectively. The 
length of the polymer is increased while keeping the volume percentages of solvents, 
polymer, and PAG constant. This is accomplished by increasing the length of the 
polymers and reducing the number of chains. It can be seen that the average SR and LER 
Sigma values show a slight increasing trend with molecular weight. This is similar to the 
effect of molecular weight on roughness as found by Patsis et al. [Patsis et al., 2004]. 
Figure 6.29b and 6.30b show the relation between the amount of PAG and the LER and 
SR Sigma values, respectively. The volume percent of PAG is increased from 1% to 15% 
and that of solvent is reduced from 79% to 65%. The volume percent of polymer is kept 
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constant at 20% and the NMU in the polymer is kept constant at 20. Both the LER and 
SR seem to decrease when the solvent is replaced by PAG. Because of the negative 
interaction parameter between PAG and polymer, the increase in PAG and the reduction 
of solvent lead to less separation of the polymers, resulting in a reduction of roughness.    
 Increasing the volume percent of solvent by reducing the amount of polymer and 
keeping the PAG constant will always increase the roughness because of the difference in 
solubility parameters between the polymer and solvents, as seen in Figures 6.29c, d and 
6.30c, d. The effect of ethyl 3-ethoxypropionate is shown in Figures 6.29c and 6.30c. The 
amount of ethyl 3-ethoxypropionate is increased from 30% to 45%, and the amount of 
polymer is reduced from 30% to 15%. Ethyl lactate and PAG are kept at 30% and 10%, 
respectively. The NMU in the polymer is kept at 20. Because of positive interaction 
parameters between the solvents and the polymer, the increase in solvent creates more 
separation of the polymers. This, along with a reduction of the percentage of polymer, 
increases the roughness. The variation of roughness with the amount of ethyl lactate is 
shown in Figures 6.29d and 6.30d. These results indicate a similar trend as for the 
variation of roughness with ethyl 3 ethoxypropionate. In both cases, the roughness 
growth rate with the amount of solvent is not always consistent, but it always shows an 
increasing trend. The increase in roughness with ethyl 3 ethoxypropionate is higher than 
that with ethyl lactate because of the higher solubility difference between the polymer 
and ethyl 3-ethoxypropionate. Simulating a system with typical composition (20% 
polymer 10% PAG and 35% of each solvent) at the prebake temperature of 373 K, shows 
that the average LER reduced from 12.03 to 10.5 nm on increasing the system 
temperature from 298 K to 373 K by keeping same solvent compositions. 
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Figure 6.29 Variation of LER Sigma with (a) polymer molecular weight (average polymer chain length or number of monomer 
units) at constant solvents, PAG and polymer volume percent, (b) volume % of PAG, (c) volume % of solvent Ethyl 3-
ethoxypropionate, (d) volume % of solvent ethyl lactate. 
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Figure 6.30 Variation of SR Sigma with (a) polymer molecular weight (average polymer chain length or number of monomer 
units) at constant solvents, PAG and polymer volume percent, (b) volume % of PAG, (c) volume % of solvent Ethyl 3-
ethoxypropionate, (d) volume % of solvent ethyl lactate. 
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 FD’s of the LER and SR of the simulated structures were also calculated using 
multiresolution characteristics of the surface and line-edge using wavelet transforms 
[Mukherjee et al., 2009]. The FD of the line edge lies between 1 and 2, and that of the 
surface lies between 2 and 3. The LER and SR increase as the fractal dimensions of the 
line edge and the surface approach 2 and 3, respectively. The changes in the FD of the 
line edge and surface with the number of monomer units, PAG, ethyl 3-ethoxypropionate, 
and ethyl lactate are shown in Figures 6.31 and 6.32, respectively. The increase in the FD  
of the line edge and surface with NMU (see Figures 6.31a and 6.32a) shows an increase 
in roughness with NMU. The FDs of both the line edge and the surface decrease with 
PAG, as seen in Figures 6.31b and 6.32b, respectively. This shows a decrease in 
roughness with increasing amount of PAG. FD also increases with the amount of solvent, 
as seen in Figures 6.31c, d and 6.32c, d. The trend in the variation of surface and line-
edge roughness values as seen from the FD is in agreement with that of Sigma value. 
This is in contrast to what Constantoudis et al. found in their process of experimental 
analysis of characterization of the resist surface [Constantoudis et al., 2002]. Their FD 
increased with decreasing Sigma and vice versa, which is not corroborated by theory.  
 The growing trend in roughness with solvents is due to the relative interaction 
parameter between the solvent and polymer. The solvent is added to increase the 
viscosity of the polymer solution during spin-coating. Thus, we need to optimize the 
amount of solvent in the solution. From our study of the system before prebaking, the 
roughness seems to increase with the number of monomer units. This suggests the use of 
low-molecular-weight polymers. However, low-molecular-weight polymer also causes
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Figure 6.31Variation of LER fractal dimension (FD) with (a) polymer molecular weight (average polymer chain length or 
number of monomer units) at constant solvents, PAG and polymer volume percent, (b) volume % of PAG, (c) volume % of solvent 




Figure 6.32 Variation of SR fractal dimension (FD) with (a) polymer molecular weight (average polymer chain length or 
number of monomer units) at constant solvents, PAG and polymer volume percent, (b) volume % of PAG, (c) volume % of solvent 
Ethyl 3-ethoxypropionate, (d) volume % of solvent ethyl lactate. 
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more dissolution of the polymers during development, thus increasing roughness. 
Therefore, we need to optimize the size of the polymers to reduce roughness. The 
roughness seems to decrease with increasing amount of PAG. PAG will also have a 
significant effect on roughness after processing, as it prevents dissolution of the polymers 
during development. 
6.4 Conclusions 
 Line-edge roughness and surface roughness formed on the side walls and surfaces 
of microfabricated devices causes variations in device performance. Roughness on the 
polymer is transferred to the substrate on etching. Characterization of the LER and SR of 
the polymer is essential for relating device performance to manufacturing parameters. 
Properly selected wavelet base function can bring out the special feature of an image 
(surface). The study shows that wavelet decomposition can better differentiate the key 
underlying structure (background and edges), therefore provides a solely image-
dependent edge searching region for LER characterization. A properly designed 
molecular simulation study can replicate the experimental condition in order to 
investigate the effects of different parameters that give a particular characteristic of the 
polymer surface. The root cause of LER and SR, i.e., the formation of aggregates of the 
resist polymers found experimentally, was verified through simulation. The phase 
separation was identified as the cause of roughness. The line edges on the experimental 
sample formed after processing steps such as prebaking, exposure, PEB and 
development. These process parameters can alter the polymer aggregate size in the resist 
and thus, in turn, change the LER and SR. Because the size of the aggregates causing the 
roughness is large compared to the variation of roughness with process dependence, we 
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investigated the cause of LER and SR and how the resist polymer and solution 
parameters are responsible for the formation of aggregates. It was found that the amount 
of solvent has a significant effect on the formation of aggregates and, thus, the cause of 
roughness. As the solvent is required to increase viscosity, its amount should be 
optimized to obtain the minimum roughness. The effect of the number of monomer units 
and PAG on the roughness cannot be assessed directly from this analysis, as the sizes of 
the polymer and PAG affect dissolution of the polymers during development and, thus, 
affects roughness. The decrease in roughness at higher temperature with keeping the 
solvent compositions fixed shows that it can be used as a process step before prebaking 
(when the solvent is removed by evaporation).  
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7. MULTI-SCALE MODELING AND MULTI-RESOLUTION 
CHARACTERIZATION OF CATALYST SURFACE 
 In heterogeneous catalysis, reaction takes place at the surface of the metals 
crystals (Pt, Rh, Ni etc) supported mainly on metal oxides. These crystals may be in the 
form of nanoparticles as nanocatalysts, supported primarily on metal oxides. The 
interaction between the reactant molecules (adsorbate) and the surface of the metal 
crystals are important in the performance of the catalyst. The property of the surface 
depends on its crystal lattice structure and surface defects like steps, holes, vacancies, 
dislocations, terraces etc.. This surface property influences the structure of the adsorbate 
on the surface. Surface with different defects will have different surface morphology. 
Reaction is a surface phenomenon in a heterogeneous catalyst. Basic properties of the 
catalyst like reaction rate depend on the nature of the surface. A crystal has different 
faces. Different faces have different surface energies associated with them. The defects 
on the faces alter the energy of the surface and change the nature of the surface. The 
inclusion of defects on the metal surface gives a new energy to the system based on the 
new “many body N electron systems” of the structure of surface together with the 
defects.  Understanding the surface characteristics in the microscopic level is essential in 
order to relate the surface characteristics to the performance of the product. Relation of 
product performance with surface characteristics helps to improve the product 
performance through optimizing the manufacturing process. Spatial distribution of 
surface features which defines the surface characteristics can be captured by the multi-
resolution capabilities of wavelet transforms (WT). A multi-scale molecular simulation 
can help to investigate the physical and chemical mechanism in the surface. Together 
with the multi-resolution surface feature analysis, the multi-scale molecular simulation 
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will give a better understanding of the surface phenomena and its relation with the 
performance matrices.  In heterogeneous catalysis, reaction takes place at the surface of 
the active metal crystals. A first principle density functional theory (DFT) is generally 
used to find the activation energy of different surface reactions [van Santen & Neurock, 
2006]. A kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) model is then used to simulate surface kinetics. In 
this chapter we discuss the application of this approach for surface characterization of 
Rh(111), with and without defects in the form of vacancies, in the adsorption desorption 
of CO. In the atomic level a first principle density functional theory (DFT) calculation is 
used to find the adsorption energy. In the mesoscopic level a kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) 
model of the surface is used to simulate the temperature programmed desorption (TPD) 
from the surface. Our result shows that the on-top adsorption energy increases with 
surface defects in the form of vacancies which shifts the peak maximum of TPD to a 
higher temperature. To characterize the surface, fractal dimension of the crystal surface is 
found using wavelet transformation. The fractal dimension of the surface increases with 
presence of vacancies. 
7.1 Introduction 
 The surface structure of catalyst created by molecular deposition on the surface 
due to surface kinetics and surface diffusion, governs the function of the material. The 
performance of heterogeneous catalysts is controlled by the characteristics of the 
molecular interfaces and nanostructure of their crystal surfaces. It is thus important to 
thoroughly characterize such surface properties. The characterization of these 
nanostructures often involves surface imaging using Scanning Electron Microscopy 
(SEM), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), high resolution electron microscopy 
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(HREM) and different Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) such as Scanning Tunnelling 
Microscopy (STM) and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) [Chorkendorff & 
Niemantsverdriet, 2003]. These techniques can also reveal additional information about a 
catalyst such as its elemental surface composition, oxidation state, dispersion, as well as 
acid/base properties. A high resolution electron microscopy (HREM) image of the 
catalyst surface used by Yakaman et al. [1995] to obtain the crystal lattice structure of the 
active metal, revealing the defects on the crystal surface of the crystal lattice structure. 
Crystal formed in non equilibrium condition will have defects. Such surface defect 
affects the surface property. The effects of surface defects like steps and kinks in 
adsorption and subsequent dissociation have been studied for some time [Mavrikakis et 
al., 2002; Site & Sebastiani, 2004; Mehmood et al., 2006; Sorescu, 2008]. In this chapter, 
we have studied the effect of surface vacancies in the adsorption-desorption property. We 
have used wavelet transformation on simulated surface with and without vacancies for 
the quantitative description of the surface morphology. A first principle DFT model of 
similar surface is used to relate the surface characteristics with its adsorption-desorption 
property. In our study the adsorption energies of CO in Rh (111) for low surface coverage 
(p( 22× ) for 0.25 monolayer (ML)) were obtained using Car-Parrinello Molecular 
Dynamics (CPMD) program. These activation energies are then used to find the 
desorption kinetics by the kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulation that will relate 
theoretical calculations with realistic operating conditions of different adsorbed 
molecules [Hermse & Jansen, 2006; Jansen & Offermans, 2005; Lehnar et al., 2002; 
Jansen, 2004; Hermse et al., 2003; Araya, 1992; Neurock & Hansen, 1998; Hansen & 
Neurock, 1999; 2000]. We have adopted the KMC method as it is site specific and can 
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include structurally explicit details such as multiple adsorption sites, changing surface 
morphologies, multicomponent systems and specific lateral interactions which are 
difficult to incorporate in traditional deterministic model [Hansen & Neurock, 2000].  
 The TPD of CO for a regular Rh(111) surface at low surface coverage of CO was 
compared with the experimental results obtained by Dubois and Somorjai and Castner et 
al. A surface with vacancies will have higher surface energies. The effects of the presence 
of vacancies on adsorption energies and the corresponding effects on TPD were 
simulated. The changes in fractal dimension with the presence of vacancies are noted. 
The variation of adsorption energies with surface vacancies and the corresponding effects 
on TPD were found to be significant. A regular surface will have a fractal dimension of 
two while a surface with defects in terms of vacancies will have fractal dimension 
between two and three. In this work, a fractal dimension of the simulated (111) surface is 
found with and without defects using wavelet transformation for quantitative 
characterization. 
7.2 Computational Details 
7.2.1 DFT Estimation of Adsorption Energies 
 The surface adsorption energy adE  at a specific temperature and pressure is given 
by the difference in the internal energy of the surface with adsorbate in it slabRhCOE −/ and 
sum of the internal energy of the surface slabRhE −  and adsorbate COE as shown in 
Equation 7.1 [Gajdos et al., 2004]. 
slabRhCOCOslabRhad EEEE −− −+= /               7.1 
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 A DFT estimation of the adsorption energies of CO in Rh(111) is calculated for 
both on-top and bridge sites. 0.25 ML surface coverage is used. Lateral interactions can 
be considered to be small as CO adsorbate-adsorbate lateral interactions at surface 
coverage lower than 0.33 ML is not significant [Gajdos et al., 2004]. The wave function 
was expanded on a basis set of plane wave with cut-off of 70 Ry. We have used a norm 
conserving pseudo potential of Trouiller-Martins with Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr (BLYP) 
functional and non linear core correction (NLCC). A geometry optimization is done. 
Different surfaces are simulated with PBC in two dimensions (x-y plane). The adsorption 
is supposed to occur in ultra high vacuum (UHV), hence there is no dissociation of CO 
molecules upon adsorption as found experimentally and theoretically [Dubois & 
Somorjai, 1980; Castner et al., 1978; deKoster & van Santen, 1990]. The CO molecule 
adsorbs with C atom close to the surface.       
 The steps used in simulation are constructing the surface and adsorbate, 
determining the kinetics of desorption process taking the lateral interaction into 
consideration, followed by the simulation of the elementary processes like diffusion and 
desorption to determine the output. The simulation input contains the intrinsic kinetic 
parameters for desorption of CO and process input variables like temperature, pressure 
and heating rate. The intrinsic binding energies, activation energies are derived from DFT 
results and lateral interaction energies are obtained from the values estimated by Oh et 
al.. Each CO molecule can have a maximum of six nearest-neighbour CO molecules as 
obtained from the structure of adsorbed CO reported by Castner et al.. The structure of 
the catalyst is assumed to be rigid and represented by a lattice with each point 
corresponding to a surface site. Every lattice site is assigned with the type of the site and 
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whether or not adsorbate CO is associated with it. The structure of the adsorbate in the 
active metal surface is important to understand the reactivity of the system. The 
dissociation of CO occurs when it makes and angle with the surface.  
7.2.2 Surface Kinetics 
 The activation barriers and chemisorption energies that are required to get the 
kinetic parameters of different surface process like adsorption, diffusion, and desorption 
are obtained from DFT calculations. We have used the transition state theory to get the 
kinetic parameters from the activation barriers and the rate constant of the surface 
features like desorption are described by the Arrhenius equation. These kinetic 
parameters are used in kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulation to predict the temperature 
programmed desorption (TPD). The overall rate for a particular reaction ir is given by 















exp                  7.2 
 The energetic barrier to the desorption process are computed according to the 
local environment around each site. desiE −  is the energy of desorption without lateral 
interaction and Q  is the interaction energy due to lateral interaction. A is the pre-
exponential factor and Bk and T are the Boltzmann constant and absolute temperature 
respectively. desiE −  is obtained from the adsorption energy at zero surface coverage 
limits.  
 An array of elements )(is is created where each element represents the sum of all 
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The total rate ( totr ) of all surface processes is calculated by summing the rates for all 
elementary reactions (∑
i
ir ). A random number (RN) is drawn to determine the event that 
will occur in the next time step. The forward time step τ is then calculated by Equation 
7.4 which is consistent with master equation as shown before in Chapter 5. 
totr
RN )ln(−
=τ                               7.4 
7.2.3 Surface Diffusion 
 The diffusion rate for the systems studied was assumed to be fast compared to the 
other surface process like desorption. Therefore the surface is equilibrated after every 
time step using a Metropolis algorithm [Neurock & Hansen, 1998; Hansen & Neurock 
1999]. First an occupied site on the surface is chosen randomly and the binding energy of 
the initial site iQ  is calculated. Then a vacant location in the vicinity where CO can move 
is chosen randomly and the CO is moved there. The binding energy of the final site fQ  is 
calculated. The difference of the two adsorption energy is given by if QQQ −=∆ . The 
















P fi                       7.5 
7.2.4 Algorithm for KMC  
 The surface defined here as a metal slab and surface adsorbate. The (111) surface 
is generated through grid sites. The surface is a matrix of 70 ×  70 adsorption sites. A two 
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site model is created where the on-top and bridge sites are accounted as grid objects. This 
is because the on-top site releases the maximum energy upon adsorption followed by the 
bridge. Both hollow sites (fcc and hpc) release less energy upon adsorption and for a low 
surface coverage it is assumed that the adsorbate CO does not populate the hollow sites. 
The relative positions of the sites are according to the crystal lattice plane (111). This will 
give the location of the adsorbate as well as its specific environment. Once the grid is 
created, the adsorbate CO is laid out in a used p( 22× ) for 0.25 ML surface coverage. 
Every site is labelled by its type and whether it has an adsorbate CO on it or vacant.  
 The kinetic parameters obtained from DFT calculation as well as process 
variables like temperature, pressure and heating rates are used as simulation input. The 
activation energy for the unimolecular desorption of CO is equal to the binding energy at 
the site which is the adsorption energy without lateral interaction plus the lateral 
interaction energy at the site. Only the nearest-neighbour lateral interaction is accounted.  
 Initially the surface is populated by placing a given coverage (p( 22× ) for 0.25 
ML) of CO. Due to the minimum adsorption energy of the on-top sites the CO are placed 
on it. The surface diffusion algorithm is then used to equilibrate this initial coverage by 
performing the diffusion step iteratively. A desorption process is then performed 
according to its local environment and calculate the time step required in this process. 
The process of surface diffusion followed by desorption is continued till the total time at 
a given temperature exceeds one second. If the total time at the given temperature 
exceeds a second, we increase the temperature, update the surface and repeat the process 
with the equilibration stage. If the total process time at a given temperature is less than a 
second, we update the surface and repeat the process with the equilibration stage. In this 
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way, the number of molecules per second desorbing at different temperatures is 
calculated. 
 The simulation track the specific location of CO on the surface as well as that 
desorbed from the surface. The output from the simulation is the time average of surface 
coverage, surface structure, and number of species desorbed. We have simulated 
experimental methods such as temperature programmed desorption (TPD). The 
desorption of CO from regular Rh(111) surface as well as surface with vacancies has 
been simulated. 
 7.3 Results and Discussion  
 
 The catalytic activity on the active metal surface is governed by the surface 
energy of the metal. Different metals have different energies associated with them. For a 
given metal, the surface energy depends on the crystal plane and the presence of defects. 
In this paper we have studied the surface energy of Rh(111) with and without defects 
using DFT. Surface with vacancies is found to have higher surface energies. The 
adsorption of CO on Rh (111) has been studied to see the effect of higher surface energy. 
The adsorption energy increases in surface with vacancies. The on-top adsorption energy 
increases in surface with vacancies. The temperature programmed desorption (TPD) of 
CO from regular Rh(111) surface and that with vacancies is modelled using kinetic 
Monte Carlo (KMC). The peak maximum of TPD from a regular Rh(111) surface is 
similar to that found experimentally for low surface coverage of CO [Dubois & Somorjai, 
1980; Castner et al., 1978]. The shift in the peak maximum of TPD has been observed for 
a rough surface due to the change in activation energies for desorption with the presence 
of vacancies. 
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7.3.1 Surface Fractal Dimension Estimation 
Vacancies are caused by missing atoms which makes the surface rough. A fractal 
dimension of the surface is created for surface characterization by simulating the surface 
in a periodic manner. This will keep the fractal dimension same as it is based on the self 
affine nature of the surface. Simulated surfaces without and with defect are shown Figure 
7.1a and b respectively. The corresponding fractal dimensions are calculated from the 
slope of Figure 7.2a and b. 
.  
       
      (a)                                                                (b)                                                            
Figure 7.1 Simulated (111) lattice plane (a) without/ (b) with defects. 
 
     
          (a)                                                             (b)     
Figure 7.2 Wavelet variance vs different level of resolution for (a) regular (111) 
lattice plane and (b) plane with vacancies 
 
 The fractal dimension for a regular surface is 2. The fractal dimension for the 
surface with vacancy is calculated to be 2.035. This shows that the surface energy 
increased with its fractal dimension. Fractal dimension can also be calculated by directly 
using lattice position of the atoms in the surface.  
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7.3.2 Surface Adsorption Energies 
 The effect of higher surface energies of rough surface is seen in the adsorption 
energy. This is obvious as the surface of the metal is created with broken bonds, so it will 
have higher energy than the bulk. Absence of atoms in the surface, forming vacancies, 
will further increase the energy. A three layer of Rh(111) surface atoms with CO 
adsorbing on it are modeled. The adsorption energies for on-top sites on regular surface 
and surface with vacancies are calculated. The adsorbed CO on Rh(111) occupy p( 22× ) 
sites for 0.25 ML coverage respectively. Figure 7.3 shows adsorption on on-top sites. For 
regular Rh(111) the adsorption energies are found to be 32.8 kcal/mole and that on 
Rh(111) surface with vacancies are 35.1 kcal/mole. This shows higher adsorption energy 
when compared with surface without roughness. Adsorption energies on bridge sites are 
also calculated and these adsorption energies are used for TPD. 
 
Figure 7.3 Adsorption on on-top sites in regular Rh(111) and that with vacancies 
for p( 22× ). 
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7.3.3 Temperature Programmed Desorption (TPD) 
 The desorption kinetics of CO from the Rh(111) surface is studied under ultra 
high vacuum (UHV) condition. The low coverage adsorption energies are assumed to be 
the activation energies for desorption. At UHV condition CO desorbs from the surface of 
Rh(111) before dissociation as the activation energy for dissociation in regular Rh(111) is  
much higher than the desorption energy [Mavrikadis et al., 2002]. The activation energy 
for dissociation is even higher than the high activation energy for desorption obtained on 
a rough surface. 
 The lateral interaction energy is obtained from literature [Oh et al., 1986]. The CO 
molecules are arranged in p( 22× ) in a regular R(111) surface and the surface temperature 
is raised at a rate of 25 K/sec. The pre-exponential factor, A, is taken as 113105 −× s . The 
TPD of CO from Rh(111) is shown in Figure 7.4. The peak maximum is observed at 525 
K. This is in agreement with the experimental results obtained by Dubois et al. for low 
surface coverage indicating that desorption occurs from a single on-top site.  
  
Figure 7.4 Temperature-programmed Desorption of CO from Rh(111). 
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 The TPD from a surface with vacancies shows a shift in peak maximum from 
525K to 575K. The shift in peak maximum to a higher temperature is due to high 
adsorption energies for a rough surface. We are comparing results from different model 
surfaces with experimentally created surfaces of similar characteristics. With similar 
crystal lattice surface, a rough surface shows a different catalytic activity than a regular 
surface. 
7.4 Conclusions 
 Using the pseudo potentials of the elements, the average surface properties for 
regular surface as well as for surface with defects in the form of vacancies were estimated 
using ab initio density functional theory. A surface with vacancies has higher energies 
than regular surfaces. This increases the adsorption activities of the surface. With 
presence of vacancies, there is an increase in fractal dimension as well as adsorption 
energies. The adsorption in a surface with defect is thus thermodynamically more 
favourable. This increase in adsorption energy shifts the peak maximum from 525 to 575 
K in TPD of CO. This shows a change in catalytic activities with the presence of 
roughness in the form of vacancies in the surface. Other catalytic activities of the surface 
like dissociation and product formation can be studied in rough surfaces. Surface 
characterization of heterogeneous catalyst in the atomic scale is thus essential for device 
performance analysis. Similar studies can be made with different lattice surface planes of 
different active metals as well as defects in terms of dislocations and grain boundaries to 
see their effects in catalytic activities. Catalytic activities of the surface like dissociation 
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 The computational framework proposed, for modeling and characterization of 
micro/nano surface has been verified with soft polymeric surface applied for 
microfabrication. It seems to work equally well for hard surface. Nanofabrication is state 
of the art technology.  Product with desired characteristics is a great challenge. Our 
method of multiresolution characterization, with wavelets, for surface image analysis, 
and, surface model, gives a direction to solve this problem.     
 Line-edge roughness and surface roughness formed on sidewall and surface of 
microfabricated devices causes variations in device performance. Roughness on the 
polymer is transferred to the substrate on etching. Characterization of LER and SR on the 
polymer is essential for relating device performance with manufacturing parameters. 
Roughness exponent is a convenient measure of the characteristics of a line or surface. 
Two line edges with similar exponent can be different due to different spatial position of 
the edges but the exponent along with the Sigma and correlation length can provide a 
proper characteristics. The most convenient and reliable way to calculate the value of 
roughness exponent is by wavelet variance. Since the exponent gives a measure of the 
degree of roughness it can be related to the performance of the device. Estimation of 
roughness exponent and correlation length through wavelet variance over conventional 
methods has the advantage that it can be solely image dependent and can be performed 
online. 
 The optimal wavelet decomposition level can be defined by minimum entropy 
criterion theoretically, and then the most suitable wavelet function can be chosen by the 
maximum entropy criterion at the optimal wavelet decomposition level of each wavelet 
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function. The clustering results and flatness factor calculation are used to support these 
result physically and statistically. The characterization results Sigma from different 
wavelet functions are given. We show that the optimum wavelet function and level of 
decomposition can be obtained by comparing surface characterization results. These 
results can be used for further on-line LER characterization and help circumvent human 
visual input, thus establishing an objective relationship between fabrication and device 
performance.  
 A properly designed molecular simulation can replicate the experimental 
condition. It can be used to see the effect of different manufacturing parameters in 
surface characteristics. A correlation of the simulation results with that from the image 
analysis will directly tell from the image the surface characteristics and the 
manufacturing parameters related to that. Surface characteristics and thus the 
performance of the device can be modified by controlling the parameters. 
 In many applications of polymers and their composites like thin films and 
coatings, the polymers are formed from a solution or molten states. The polymer 
undergoes a quench phenomenon and forms a phase separation by spinodal 
decomposition or nucleation and growth. The process through which the phase separation 
will occur depends on the composition and temperature at which it operation. The 
morphology of the structure obtained from these phase separations is different. It affects 
the performance of the device. A proper understanding of the thermodynamic phenomena 
is required in order to model the system and obtain the process parameters on which the 
phase separation and thus the morphological features depends. These process parameters 
can be used for morphology control. The present study reveals that optimizing the solvent 
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or a thermal treatment can take the system in a thermodynamic condition where the 
morphological property can be controlled. 
 The phase separation is identified as the cause of roughness in polymeric surface 
created from bad solvents. The amount of solvent has a significant effect in the formation 
of aggregates that causes roughness. Roughness causing features can be identified and its 
amount should be optimized to reduce roughness. Modeling can be done for SR analysis 
which is beyond the scope of SEM image analysis. Similar analysis with molecular 
simulation can be done for any polymer surface systems used in microfabrication and the 
amount of LER and SR in those cases can also be identified. Simulation can be used to 
correlate manufacturing parameters with surface characteristics. Thus, a computational 
framework is created to obtain the composition of the resist system responsible for a 
particular surface characteristic. 
 The simulation procedure used in the present research reveals a fast and 
convenient way to get a first hand knowledge of the effect of process variables in 
morphological features. The important sampling MC and kMC simulation for polymer 
solution can be carried out through various steps like switch, reptation, twist, 
configurational bias; our research suggests the use of those steps that replicates local 
dynamics of the system. In that way the results from dynamic MC can be compared with 
kMC. Our research also showed that we need to modify the steps to replicate local 
dynamics. This will help to get the microphase separation. Use of all different steps and 
without taking care of the local dynamics will take the system to ultimate phase structure. 
This process of formation of the ultimate two phase structure goes through phase 
separation by spinodal decomposition or nucleation; followed by the process of Ostwald 
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ripening. Since the Ostwald ripening process has an energy barrier, in all practical 
purpose, during the process time we do not see the ultimate two phase structure. Instead, 
we find the morphological formation as seen by spinodal decomposition or nucleation 
and growth. Thus, it is important to apply those moves or steps in MC and kMC 
simulation that replicates the local motion on the system and also modify the steps as 
required.             
 Crystal surfaces with defects have higher energies than regular surfaces and they 
are more reactive in nature. Using the pseudo potentials of the elements, the average 
surface properties for regular surface as well as for surface with defects can be estimated 
using ab initio density functional theory simulation.  We have shown how defects in the 
surface in terms of vacancies increased the surface energy. Furthermore, it was shown 
that a fractal dimension of the surface can be estimated using wavelet transform and it 
can be used to characterize the surface properties even at atomic scale. Surface of 
different active metals having different surface planes can be studied. Defects in terms of 
dislocations and grain boundaries can also be studied.    
8.1 Future Work 
 The multiresolution wavelet based segmentation method proposed in the present 
work can be extended to various image processing applications, including bio-medical 
images, particle images in crystallography etc.. It not only removes the imaging artifacts 
(noise) but also helps to identify surface self for proper segmentation of object of interest. 
  Dynamic MC and kMC simulation can be used to find the morphology of any 
polymer surface systems used in processes. The amount of roughness in those cases can 
be identified. Simulation can be used to correlate manufacturing parameters with surface 
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characteristics. Thus, a computational framework can be created to obtain the 
composition of the polymeric system responsible for a particular surface characteristic. 
Use of solubility parameters for the interaction potentials, as used in the present research, 
and mesoscale modeling, can be used for simulation of polymer solutions, polymer 
blends and nanocomposites. In polymer solar cells, the photoactive layers have 
constituents that should form microphase separation but each phase should be continuous. 
The photoactive layers are deposited from solvents. Thermodynamics of the solution 
system determines the phase separated morphology. Polymer solution modeling used in 
the present research can design polymer solar cell. Solvent evaporation rate and 
annealing affects the morphology. The present model can be extended to investigate 
those phenomena. The present model is also used for analyzing morphology of polymer 
blends and diblock co-polymers, whose morphological features in the micro/nano scale 
determine the properties. Properties of polymer nanocomposites depend on the 
distribution of nanoparticles in the polymer matrix. The present model can be extended 
for these analyses too.       
 The present mesoscale model operates in a timescale of microsecond which is 
much less than the process time. Thus, we need to optimize the system variables to get 
desired morphological specifications. To obtain model process variable in real time needs 
a macroscale modeling. The process parameter of interest like the morphology of the 
structure is in mesoscale. This gives the timescale problem in a multi-scale structure. An 
estimation of process parameters like morphology in terms of fractals in real time 
(macroscale) by obtaining information from the first principle (atomic scale) method 
through the mesoscale in an upscale or bottom up information traffic can be done. The 
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fractal is scale invariant. Fractal dimension obtained in the macro scale in real time can 
be related to the fractal dimension in meso scale. 
 Heterogeneous catalyst usually contains the active component on support 
material. The active component distribute across the surface of the support. The 
performance of heterogeneous catalyst depends upon the surface energy of the active 
components and the support. The catalyst morphology can be obtained by many imaging 
techniques, such as AFM. The active component is small in terms of volume. By multi-
resolution image analysis, the image can be broken into different resolutions. According 
to our research done in line-edge roughness characterization, the support contour can be 
obtained in low-frequency part and the surface detail along with the active component 
will appear in high-frequency part. By properly choosing the wavelet function and image 
morphology operation, the active component distribution feature can be extracted and 
used to characterize the catalyst, which is correlated with the process of catalyst 
development and also the performance in real reaction process. In catalyst morphology 
analysis, image based characterization of the catalyst surface is to be done by estimation 
of roughness exponent and other characterizing parameters. For this purpose an AFM 
image is required for height estimation at different point of the surface matrix. 
 By ab-initio DFT simulation, the energy associated with different morphology of 
the catalyst surface can be obtained theoretically. Since DFT cannot handle a huge 
number of molecules, for every practical active component crystal, a concurrent multi-
scale methodology is to be applied to find the energy associated with different 
morphology. The image characterization also gives different characteristic value for 
different morphology. The morphology of the catalyst is again dependent on the 
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manufacturing parameters. Thus, a correlation between the image characteristics and the 
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